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Lot No. Description Starts at

1
Vintage Sweetheart Barbie Doll in original packaging. Never been 

opened.  ($15$35)
$5

2
Vintage Original Teletubby 15" Talking. Golden Bear brand, Tinky 

Winky, 1996 Boxed mint never been opened.  ($20$100)
$10

3

Vintage Playmates LEONARDO Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 

1988 Action Figure in original packaging never been opened.  

($20$40)

$5

4

Six x TINY TALKERS; Vintage "Irwin" Tiny Talkers in original 

packaging, never opened. "les Bebes Bavards" 1991. All different.  

($10$35)

$5

5
Rare tiny, miniature, celluloid doll in a tiny suit case, with the words 

'Montreal Canada' on the side, circa 1940's.  ($10$40)
$5

6
Rare 35cm vintage "Rovaniemi doll" made in Finland. Blonde hair, 

sleeping eyes, plastic body, posable limbs, circa 1960s.  ($10$20)
$5

7
Dutch Character Doll Circa 1930's 17 inches / 43 cm Cloth body, 

composite arms and legs Silk Dress. Silk Eyelashes;.  ($20$80)
$10

8

Vintage Dakin White 12" Unicorn Plush stuffed animal toy circa 

1979. Vintage Combex 1988 10cm rubber squeaky orange dog 

toy. Extremely rare. Vintage original 12" Rainbow Brite doll, Vinyl 

head, plush body, Indigo, with pants. Vintage, rare Mattel, 1988, 

'Those Characters from Cleveland', "Puppy Beatle - Popple"; 

Vintage, circa 1976 R DAKIN plush White & brown puppy dog toy 

made in the Philippines. Vintage 6" 1979 Wallace Berrie & Co 

Black & White puppy with 'I love you' T-Shirt - stuffed animal plush 

toy. Vintage Elka Australia 3" glass eyes plush "teddy bear" circa 

1978. Vintage 6" white lamb with black feet and black glass eyes, 

pink cloth inset ears circa 1980. Vintage 10" plush white rabbit, 

with pink nose, in a yellow dress circa 1980's. Blue glass eyes, 

inset cloth ears. Vintage 6" black and white plush panda toy that 

squeaks, glass eyes, red bow tie. Vintage, Rare PEVO 20cm 1983 

Plush Stuffed Toy by Wallace Berrie and Co. Vintage, rare "Bandai 

Orange Blossom", figurine circa 1980 approximately 10cm. 

Vintage 11" 'Animal Toys', Blue Bunny, made in Taiwan circa 1983.  

($5$10)

$5

9
Vintage "Happy Feet" penguins x 2, Lovelace and Ramone, Plush 

Toys Warner Bros Entertainment Toy 21cm tall.  ($15$35)
$10

10

Vintage plush 21cm "Blinky Bill" Koala 1981, made by C.A. 

Australia for Yoram Gross film studios. As new with both original 

CA yellow plastic & cardboard labels.  ($15$45)

$10

11
Vintage 30cm plush "Paddington Bear" by Jasnor Australia.  

($20$60)
$5
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Lot No. Description Starts at

12

Vintage Rag Doll circa 1980s commercial type mint condition 

original clothes. Hair wool glued. Body & limbs brown cotton. Facial 

features embroidered. Made in Philippines.  ($5$10)

$5

13
Vintage hand made cottage craft Golliwog Doll circa 1950's 

approximately 40cm.  ($5$10)
$5

14

Vintage "Punky Brewster" doll, from the popular 1980s TV show. 

Approximately 50cm, she has a stuffed cloth body with a hard 

plastic head, brushable brown hair pulled back into pigtails, and 

hard plastic hands, original clothes. Made by Galoob Toys, San 

Francisco, California.  ($10$20)

$5

15
Vintage Hawaiian Nude Little Girl, Hula dancer, Vinyl Doll 

approximately 22cm - Made in Hong Kong circa 1950s.  ($15$30)
$5

16

Vintage Reliable Toy Company, CANADA. Walking doll "Susie 

Stepps" 1955. 34cm body, hard plastic vinyl, posable limbs, soft 

vinyl head with sleeping eyes.  ($20$50)

$5

17
Two vintage circa 1960s Japanese ugly "Brat" dolls, with bright red 

hair made of vinyl - one with arm missing.  ($10$15)
$5

18
Vintage "Simba" doll - 11" cloth body, vinyl head & limbs, open and 

close brown, sleeping eyes.  ($5$10)
$1

19 Vintage Nanco plush "Bob the Builder" doll circa 2006.  ($10$15) $1

20
Vintage 90s Dreamworld Theme Park Gold Coast "Kenny Koala" 

Plush Toy 30cm.  ($10$15)
$5

21
Vintage "Lou Lou Lots of Cuddles" golliwog cloth toy 50cm.  

($20$30)
$5

22
Rare vintage 1969 Uneeda, posable doll, soft vinyl head with 

sleeping eyes, plastic body.  ($5$10)
$1

23

Vintage, rare collectable, 1970 "Dawn Doll", manufactured by, 

Deluxe Topper Corporation, which is now defunct. Doll is 6" tall, 

has damaged right foot.  ($2$5)

$1

24

Three x Vintage Dolls: 1974 Mattel "Sweet Melody Love Notes" 

Doll; Vintage 1981 doll made by Lion Rock in Hong Kong, bisque 

head, vinyl hands, cloth body; Vintage baby doll made in 

Singapore, soft vinyl head, arms and legs, cloth body, painted 

eyes. Circa 1970, with Made in Singapore on back of neck.  

($10$15)

$5
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Lot No. Description Starts at

25

Vintage plush "Animal Fair", Battery-operated pink lion with glowing 

eyes circa 1970 distributed by Matchbox. In 1960, George Grooms, 

formerly an artist who worked for Collegiate Manufacturing 

founded the Animal Fair, Inc. and placed its operation in 

Chanhassen. The Animal Fair of Chanhassen would go on to 

produce thousands of George Groom's plush animal creations. 

Over time because George's creativity and sense of detail, Animal 

Fair Toys became known as the "elite" of the stuffed animal world.  

($15$20)

$5

26
Vintage 55cm "We're Your's" cloth doll made in Hong Kong . In 

original packaging never been opened .  ($10$20)
$5

27

Sesame Street 35 Years - Exclusive Limited Edition Wall Hanger, 

including box of 23 soft toy characters to insert into hanger.  

($20$50)

$5

28
Made in Australia, large vinyl brunette doll with cloth body, closing 

eyes and white cotton twin set - very rare.  ($5$10)
$1

29 Large Raggedy Ann doll.  ($5$10) $1

30 AW TOYS 2 x cloth twin dolls, one blonde one redhead.  ($10$20) $5

31 Green Knitted Crocodile doll.  ($5$10) $1

32 Vintage Indonesian rod puppet 24 inches .  ($20$35) $5

33
Vintage Indonesian Rod Puppet 22 inches (missing one stick).  

($15$30)
$10

34
Flamenco dancing pair Mid Twentieth century; Slightly damaged 

17 inches / 43 cm.  ($35$50)
$10

35

Mongolian Girl Doll Vinyl head painted facial features Original 

national clothing Bought Canton China 1985 19.5 Inches / 50 cm.  

($15$25)

$10

36
Japanese Washi Paper Kokeshi Doll Circa early 1980's 6 inches / 

15 cm.  ($5$10)
$5

37
Rice Paddy Baby Original with passport 1984. Excellent condition 0 

19inches / 48 cm.  ($20$35)
$10
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Lot No. Description Starts at

38
Rare Early 20th Century Middle Eastern Princess on a stand 21.5 

inches / 55 cm.  ($40$75)
$20

39

Large Japanese Geisha Doll Mid twentieth Century Made in Miako 

Wooden Base Stand Bought at Auction 1988 For Private collection 

20 inches / 51cm.  ($15$30)

$5

40

Pair of Chinese National busts Boy and girl Ornaments Clay 

composition faces on wooden stand Circa 1980's 3 inches / 8cm.  

($10$20)

$5

41 Mieler Doll Made in Hong Kong 14 inches / 36 cm.  ($20$40) $5

42

Vintage celluloid / plastic doll circa 1940's , Sleeping eyes, Auburn 

hair, blue lace dress , jointed limbs, painted finger and toe nails, 

Seated on a blue cushion.  ($10$20)

$5

43
Extremely rare "Rushton",1930's pink "Bunny Bear" sleeping eyes, 

rubber face, vinyl hands.  ($10$50)
$5

44

A rare vintage 25cm 1975 'Daikin' plush green frog. Vintage 70s 

Dakin Plush 10" Green Spotted Frog w/Nutshells Korea rare and 

retired - made in 1975Super-fluffy, soft, moss green plush frog with 

dark spots on his back and legs and a cream plush tummy. He has 

big golden eyes, felt nostrils and embroidered smile. A well mde 

made vintage Dakin plush. Measures 10" long from front to back 

leg made in Korea stuffed with shredded clippings/ground nut 

shells. In excellent previously condition.  ($5$10)

$1

45

A pair of rare "Remco" splashy dolls with moulded blonde hair, 

blue eyes, vinyl hands and fee hard plastic body, circa 1980.  

($10$15)

$5

46 Vintage Muppet Babies Miss Piggy circa 1985.  ($5$10) $1

47
Vintage Doll "WHOOPSIE", squeeze her stomach , Her Pigtails Fly 

Up, Her "Voice" Gives a Squeal, Ideal Toys 1978.  ($5$10)
$1

48
Vintage Russ Berrie "Chosun Camel" #565 15" Plush Doll stuffed 

animal 1977.  ($5$10)
$1

49 "Baby Tumbles".  ($5$10) $1

50

Vintage 25cm yellow plush "Bunny Baby" made in China with 

original tags. Has a pretty, porcelain face, blue eyes, red lips.circa 

1970's.  ($10$15)

$5

51
Rare Vintage 'Kermit the Frog' 1976 Fisher Price #850 Jim Henson 

Polyester MUPPETS Doll.  ($10$20)
$5
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Lot No. Description Starts at

52

A vintage porcelain doll wearing red dress and red bonnet with 

floral apron and matching pants, Kneeling. Painted face red lips, 

blue eyes, pig tails,.  ($5$10)

$1

53

A rare pair of vintage 1973 禅he Official Levi's Denim Rag Dolls, 

made by Knickerbocker, Google Arts & Culture features content 

from over 2000 leading museums and archives who have 

partnered with the Google Cultural Institute and the Levi Denim 

Rag doll is one of these featured items.   The Levi's dolls were 

made by Knickerbocker, who also made Raggedy Ann and Andy at 

one point. During the Cold War blue jeans were one of the hottest 

commodities on the black market in the Soviet Union. This doll is 

representative of that era.  ($10$20)

$5

54
Vintage 'REGAL' Canadian Eskimo Inuit Indian Girl Rubber Face 

DOLL w/ Handmade Clothes, circa 1970.  ($5$10)
$1

55
Two vintage range plastic 6" Dinosaur skeletons one T Rex and 

one Sauropod.  ($1$5)
$1

56
Vintage Rainbow Brite Patty O Green Hallmark 1983 Mini Doll 

Plush Vinyl Face 10"made by Mattel.  ($5$10)
$1

57
Vintage 'REGAL' Canadian Eskimo Inuit Indian Boy Rubber Face 

DOLL w/ Handmade Clothes, circa 1970.  ($5$10)
$1

58
Set of 3 unbranded dolls circa 1970/80. Similar in style to Rainbow 

Brite.  ($5$10)
$1

59
Rare find Vintage 3 x celluloid Kewpie dolls with gold moulded hair 

and movable arms.  ($35$65)
$20

60
Vintage handmade wooden resting doll in original box, little girl 

sitting on a bench seat with her small dog.  ($5$10)
$1

61
Vintage 30cm handmade hand-crafted doll. Unique in design.  

($5$10)
$1

62 Two vintage damaged celluloid Kewpie dolls.  ($1$5) $1

63

Vintage 1970.s "Playmates" collectible doll 9" Poseable limbs. 

Playmates Toys Limited is a Hong Kong toy company. The 

company was founded in Hong Kong in 1966 by Sam Chan as 

Playmates Industrial, manufacturing dolls for other companies, 

until the 1970's when they began marketing their own line of toys.  

($1$5)

$1
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Lot No. Description Starts at

64

2 x dolls: a) vintage "Leader Toys" 1992 15-inch Roller skating 

Troll Doll. (b) Rare Vintage 1990's "Russ Berrie" plush Troll doll. A 

Troll Doll (Danish: Gjøltrold) is a type of plastic doll with furry up-

combed hair depicting a troll, also known as a Dam doll after their 

creator Danish woodcutter Thomas Dam. The toys are also known 

as good luck trolls, or gonk trolls in the United Kingdom. The dolls 

were first created in 1959 and became one of the United States' 

biggest toy fads in the early 1960s. They became briefly popular 

again during the 1970s, through the 1990s and were copied by 

several manufacturers under different names. In 2013, the brand 

was bought by DreamWorks Animation,] with an animated feature 

film called Trolls being released in 2016 and a sequel released in 

2020.  ($10$25)

$5

65

Vintage Doll circa 1970 Vinyl Head cloth body hands wrapped 

around knees similar to elf on a shelf or pixie knee hugging dolls.  

($5$10)

$1

66

Vintage porcelain doll circa 1970 mauve check outfit with lace 

edging, platinum blonde hair, painted face piercing blue eyes. 

Porcelain head, hand feet & cloth body.  ($10$30)

$5

67

Vintage life like infant Doll 60cm circa 1970/80 Vinyl arms and 

legs, vinyl head, cloth body, open mouth sleeping brown eyes, 

brown hair, floral dress and matching pants with lace trim.  

($10$15)

$5

68
Vintage handmade wooden resting doll in original box, little girl 

sitting on a bench seat in a straw hat with her small cat.  ($5$10)
$1

69

Vintage porcelain doll circa 1970 pink outfit with lace edging, dark 

hair, painted face piercing blue eyes. Porcelain head, hand feet & 

cloth body.  ($10$15)

$5

70

Vintage porcelain doll circa 1970 floral pinafore dress with lace 

edging, ribbon in blonde hair, leather shoes laced with a ribbon, 

painted face piercing blue eyes. Porcelain head, hand feet & cloth 

body.  ($10$15)

$5

71

Extremely rare 65cm, vintage porcelain dolled circa 1980, one of a 

kind displayed in the Heritage Collection, at the opening of Grace 

Bros Store in 1980. Featured as a news item in an Article in 

Women's Weekly Magazine in 1980. Wearing gold pants suit, 

black belt and also has a half moon broach with a star on chest.  

($35$100)

$20

72

Extremely rare Antique rag doll circa 1903, dressed with old lace 

collar brought at auction in 1980. Stuffed with cork chips.  

($15$25)

$5

73

Vintage 1950, "Mary, Mary" " Madame Alexander Doll" Made in 

New York, original clothes floral dress , sleeping eyes, posable 

limbs, strawberry blonde hair.  ($25$100)

$10
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Lot No. Description Starts at

74

Three rare, 10-inch, 1920's Nora Wellings, antique cloth sailor 

dolls as is. These dolls were sold on royal ships like the Royal Mail 

Ship the 'Berangaria', which was originally built in Germany. They 

were sold after the 1st world war. They were designed by Norah 

Wellings, who worked for Chad Valley dolls before founding her 

own company with her brother. Which was called Victory Toy 

Works. They were originally sold between 1916 and 1920. 

However were later sold on the Cunard Line in 1930.  ($35$75)

$10

75

Rare vintage 1950, "United States" " Madame Alexander Doll" 

Made in New York, original clothes blue dress, white lace bonnet, 

sleeping eyes, posable limbs, strawberry blonde hair.  ($25$100)

$15

76
Vintage porcelain clown doll in red polka dot suit and yellow and 

white pom poms on his cap, kneeling.  ($5$10)
$1

77
 A collection of 4 x 7"- 8" vintage plush teddy bears, glass eyes, 

white, blue brown & tan all in excellent condition.  ($5$10)
$1

78 Large box of 42 mixed old soft toys, all hand knitted.  ($10$30) $5

79
Box of 16 old soft toys, some hand knitted, mainly clowns.  

($10$15)
$5

80

Vintage Uneeda Wispy Walker doll 27" Factory Sealed, never 

opened, New in original packaging, slight dent in cardboard from 

storage.  ($20$50)

$10

81
Vintage rare 20" Netta black Doll - MADE IN AUSTRALIA in 

original packaging, never removed.  ($20$40)
$5

82

Vintage 20" "Djungelskog" Bear Plush Toys Stuffed Brown in 

colour glass eyes. DJUNGELSKOG resembles the bear from 

Djungel Skogen, a TV show in Sweden, and is a bear released by 

Ikea purely for collector purposes and is quite rare.  ($10$15)

$5

83

Vintage 1986 Mattel Hot Looks 18" Fashion Model Chelsea Doll 

#3703 Factory Sealed, never opened, New in original packaging.  

($10$20)

$5

84

Vintage 1986 Mattel Hot Looks 18" Fashion Model Elkie Doll #3703 

Factory Sealed, never opened, New in original packaging.  

($10$20)

$5

85
Vintage DISNEY THE LION KING READY TO ROAR SIMBA LION 

YELLOW PLUSH TOY TALKS! 29CM!  ($5$10)
$1

86 Vintage plush Humphrey B Bear 18" circa 1965.  ($25$40) $5
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Lot No. Description Starts at

87
Vintage 1989 Mattel MAGIC NURSERY DOLL Blonde Curls Cloth 

Vinyl.  ($5$10)
$1

88
Vintage 18" 'Ocean Yuen Trading', Teddy Bear circa 1992, Bear 

carrying umbrella.  ($5$10)
$1

89 Aqua plush Care Bear.  ($5$10) $1

90
Vintage strawberry shortcake, rare Orange Blossom Doll circa 

1983.  ($5$10)
$1

91
Rare Vintage 9" plush stuffed toy pig by Tomfoolery Australia.  

($5$10)
$1

92
A vintage colourful collection of Plush toys a Thai Hippopotamus 

and two plush elephants.  ($5$10)
$1

93
Vintage life-like anatomically correct baby newborn doll, male - 

made of soft pliable material.  ($10$35)
$5

94
Vintage Dakin soft plush squeezable "Teddy Bear" circa 1979.  

($10$35)
$5

95 A vintage plush teddy bear and plush horse.  ($5$15) $5

96
Vintage 20" rare collectible 'Timats Imports' plush sheep circs 

1980's Wearing Jacket & cap.  ($15$35)
$10

97
Vintage Nanco Madagascar Dreamworks Melman Giraffe 16" 

Plush Soft Toy Stuffed Animal.  ($10$15)
$5

98

Extremely rare, 90cm antique, composite, child display dummy, 

circa "1880" purchased by collector from "Kew House museum of 

Antique Dolls and toys". No arms however a pair have been 

attached. Dressed original Broderie Anglaise blue dress. Set Glass 

eyes, open mouth, waist length hair. A dull face colouring is a 

signature mark of an antique porcelain or bisque doll.  ($100$150)

$50

99
Vintage 10", "Joy Time" plush donkey made in Korea circa 1970's 

posable ears. Wearing gold coloured collar.  ($5$10)
$1

100 Two vintage 1981 6" Garfield dolls.  ($5$10) $1
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101
Vintage 11" "Teddy Bear" circa 1980 made in China posable arms 

and legs , glass eyes, tartan paws and a tartan bow tie.  ($10$15)
$1

102 Vintage Shrek 16" backpack.  ($10$20) $1

103
Rare vintage 1986 Iwaya Corp walking squeaking Pudgy the pink 

battery-operated pig.  ($10$20)
$5

104 Vintage 10" 'Dakin' plush monkey circa 1980's.  ($10$15) $5

105
Rare vintage Battery-Operated pink pig made by the Beverly Hills 

Teddy Bear company.  ($10$20)
$5

106 Vintage rare 8" vinyl + plush Pony. Circa 1990.  ($5$10) $1

107
Vintage 8" 1992 Russ Troll Doll, carrying a big red heart with 

original tag.  ($10$25)
$1

108
Two vintage 16' Dolls circa 1970 vinyl head and hands, cloth 

bodies, sleeping eyes, original clothes.  ($10$15)
$5

109
Vintage 10' Taronga Zoo souvenir plush elephant collectable.  

($5$10)
$1

110

Vintage rare collectable blue plush dog, Buster, white face, glass 

eyes, pink ribbon around neck, original Label/tag Sandman, made 

in Australia circa 1940's.  ($15$35)

$10

111
Vintage 12 inch "Minnie Mouse" plush toy by Croner toys circa 

1970.  ($15$20)
$10

112

Vintage collection of three plush elephants, Taronga Zoo souvenir 

collectible elephant, Kool Kids purple, plush elephant and cute pink 

plush elephant.  ($5$10)

$1

113

Vintage 6'' baby doll, vinyl head, hands and feet cloth body, 

sucking a white dummy, circa 1980's. clothes hand knitted by 

Thelma Spencer in Newcastle in 1988.  ($5$10)

$1

114 Vintage limited release care flight bear.  ($10$15) $5

115
Vintage 20" plush "Wildlife Warriors Worldwide", Grey elephant.  

($5$10)
$1
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116
Three vintage collectible plush elephants circa 1970's excellent 

condition.  ($5$10)
$1

117
Vintage collectible Mattel 'Magic Nursery' baby doll circa 1989.  

($10$15)
$5

118
Vintage MATTEL 1976 Baby Come Back Walking Blonde Hair 

Plastic Body Baby Doll Toy battery operated.  ($10$15)
$1

119
Vintage 18" 2008 Hasbro FurReal friends, Zambi battery operated 

Baby Elephant.  ($10$35)
$5

120 Vintage 10" 'Wild Republic wombat plush toy grey.  ($20$35) $5

121
Vintage 16" "Playmates" 1997 vinyl poseable doll blonde hair white 

shoes.  ($5$10)
$1

122
Vintage collectable 13" 1992 KENNER BABY ALL GONE BLONDE 

HAIR GIRL DOLL PLUSH PINK TOY.  ($5$10)
$1

123

A pair of quality collectible vintage bears tartan paws and feet, 

posable limbs, glass eyes, black nose made by 'Century products'.  

($5$10)

$1

124

Vintage LIL MISS MAGIC HAIR 1989 COLOURFUL STRIPED 

HAIR ORIGINAL OUTFIT BLUE EYES HEART SHAPED AND 

STAR SHAPED LARGE EARINGS.  ($5$10)

$1

125
TYCO Vintage 1990 NEWBORN Magic Bottle Baby Doll PINK 

Missing Bottle and bib.  ($5$10)
$1

126
Vintage, rare "Fishel" Baby Doll - Fishel Hong Kong - Vinyl & Cloth, 

sleeping eyes, 11" doll baby doll.  ($5$10)
$1

127 Vintage wooden toy elephant child's educational toy.  ($5$10) $1

128
Vintage Mattel 'Lil Miss doll', vinyl head and limbs posable arms 

and legs blonde braided hair blue eyes.  ($5$10)
$1

129
Vintage Mattel, 1980, "Baby Skates", doll, 16-inch working,.  

($10$20)
$5

130
One of a kind retro cottage craft, "Tumbarumba Boy", purchased 

Tumbarumba hand crafts 1987.  ($5$10)
$1
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131

Vintage rare, 34cm "Cabar" doll made in Italy circa 1960/70 

sleeping eyes, rooted blond hair vinyl head and arms plastic legs, 

fitted mauve lace dress. The Cabar Doll Company, operated 

between 1950 and 1974. then became known as Gabar, doll 

company between 174 and 1992.  ($10$30)

$5

132

My Little Pony two-pack/ 1+1 bonus pack in original packaging 

circa 2007 by Hasbro. Toola Roola 25 anniversary edition & 

Strawberry Surprise.  ($10$20)

$5

133

Retro "My Little Pony", two-pack/ 1+1 bonus pack in original 

packaging circa 2007 by Hasbro. Wysteria & Rainbow Dash.  

($10$20)

$5

134
Retro, Bratz Stylin' Cloe 7th edition from MGA Entertainment in 

original packaging, excellent condition.  ($10$25)
$5

135
Tiny Tins collectables Funky Bunnies, featuring a yellow funk 

bunny. with metal box and stickers, featuring a reindeer.  ($5$10)
$1

136
Tiny Tins collectable A Christmas Story with metal box and 

stickers, featuring a reindeer.  ($5$10)
$1

137
Retro Alexa Fashion Diva Starz Hot Glow in the Dark Fashions by 

Mattel. Circa 2000. Mint condition in original packaging.  ($5$10)
$5

138

Extremely rare "My Scene", "It's a Teen Scene", Nolee & Barbie, 

Miami Getaway two-pack. Unopened in original packaging. With all 

accessories circa 2002.  ($40$120)

$10

139

Retro Original, mint condition, in original packaging "excellent 

condition", 'My Scene' 'Barbie Getting Ready', 'My Room' Gift Set 

2003 NRFB.  ($40$100)

$10

140
Vintage 30cm "That A Way Doll", 1974, Mattel crawling baby doll.  

($5$10)
$1

141
Vintage 13" 1985 "Upsy Baby doll" a crawling baby doll by Kenner. 

Blond hair blue eyes open mouth.  ($5$10)
$1

142
Vintage Strawberry Shortcake Baby Doll American Greetings Corp. 

1982 Kenner.  ($5$10)
$1

143

Vintage Pippin Doll, made of vinyl and plastic with sleeping eyes & 

rooted strawberry blonde hair. Intricate lace apricot coloured dress.  

($10$20)

$5
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144

Vintage & rare FURGA Sleep Eye 42cm Doll Made in Italy. Dark 

hair, open mouth, pursed lips, blue sleeping eyes, cloth body, vinyl 

head and limbs. Circa 1970.Furga dolls (Luigi Furga Dolls) lived 

from 1872-1970s in Italy. Early Furga dolls did not make it to the 

world market, but were exported to some South American 

countries and England. When found vintage Furga dolls are 

generally from the 1960s-1970s, which were sold through 

Montgomery Ward, JC Penney, Sears in America and are quite 

collectible.  ($10$20)

$5

145

Rare vintage "Rosebud Doll circa 1950. The British company who 

manufactured Rosebud dolls since the 1950s, Nene Plastics Ltd., 

was run by Eric Smith who took over the company in 1934 from his 

father. The trademark "Rosebud" was registered by Smith. Initially, 

the company started making dolls out of composition. All the 

Rosebud dolls had the word, "Rosebud" embossed on the 

backside of their neck to recognise the authenticity of the dolls. 

When the company started making vinyl dolls, it added a rose 

symbol along with the Rosebud name from 1960 to create a 

specific identity. In 1967, Nene Plastics was taken over by the 

American company Mattel.  ($25$40)

$10

146

Vintage collectible 1979 PAPA SMURF Plush 10" by Wallace 

Berrie, made in Korea, excellent condition. Wallace Berrie 

Company was founded in 1966 by Wallace Berrie. In 1979 they 

were granted worldwide rights to The Smurfs and released various 

toys in 1979. These toys became one of the best-selling toys by 

1982. That same year, they acquired the Applause division of 

Knickerbocker Toys and are still collectibles to this day.  ($10$20)

$5

147
Vintage 'Dancerella' dancerina ballerina doll in original outfit made 

in 1972 made by Mattel.  ($10$20)
$5

148

Vintage 18" Ideal toys "Shirley Temple" doll circa 1972. Vinyl head, 

plastic body, posable arms and legs, white shoes. Original polka 

dot dress.  ($40$90)

$15

149
Vintage 18" 1960's 'Star Doll 'holding flowers, sleeping eyes, 

original clothes, white shoes and socks.  ($5$10)
$1

150
One box of vintage rubber dolls, rag dolls, handmade toys and 

plush toys circa 1960's to 1990's.  ($5$10)
$1

151

Three dolls: Vintage pickles doll designed by Mon Ami with original 

tag; Rare, Vintage J.S.N.Y "Cinderella" Cloth Storybook; Vintage 9" 

cloth Sekiguchi fat lady doll purchased in Hong Kong in 1985, with 

original tag.  ($10$15)

$5
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152

Vintage 1968 Ideal "April Shower" doll, 14" tall, all vinyl, painted 

eyes, rooted short platinum hair, open mouth with teeth; Rare 

vintage Beauty Studio Doll in original packaging circa 1960's 

posable arms and legs. Vintage one of a kind hand crafted Teddy 

Bear by Evelyn; Extremely rare Retro, Marvel X Men Wolverine 

Figure, Blow Up Marvelmania comic. Made by Ringo in 2000 & 

sold at Comic Cons; Vintage "Blue Box" baby boy circa 1970 Vinyl 

head & hands, Sleeping eyes cloth body. Blue box was founded in 

1952 and were manufactured in Singapore & Hong Kong before 

moving to China in the 1980's and are represented in the 

Singapore made in Singapore museum. Their most famous 

product is the Matchbox car.  ($10$20)

$5

153

A vintage "Pedigree Doll" made in England circa 1960's original 

woollen mini dress and pants and original woollen jumper. 

Strawberry blonde hair, sleeping eyes, vinyl head plastic posable 

limbs.  ($10$20)

$5

154

Vintage 30cm,1989 Mattel "Magic Nursery Doll", Plush Body Hard 

Head, and a vintage collectible Strawberry Shortcake Baby Doll, in 

original outfit American Greetings Corp. 1982 Kenner.  ($5$20)

$1

155

Vintage "Regal Doll" Made by Regal Dolls Canada. Regal dolls 

operated between 1959 and 1977. This doll circa 1960's has brown 

rooted hair and soft vinyl one-piece body.  ($5$10)

$1

156
Rare vintage Rushton, vinyl face "Baby Bunnykins" style doll, 

moulded hair, fixed eyes, circa 1950's.  ($10$15)
$5

157

Vintage 9" baby Chinese doll with original tag made in China, vinyl 

head and arms, cloth body. Doll was purchased in China circa 

1970.  ($5$10)

$1

158
Vintage 1979, battery Remco doll Vinyl head posable arms and 

legs.  ($5$10)
$1

159

Vintage pedigree doll made in England moulded hair, sleeping 

eyes, posable vinyl arms and legs original dress CIRCA 1960's or 

earlier.  ($10$15)

$5

160

Vintage battery operated "Hornsby Hobbies" baby doll made in 

England. Cloth body, Vinyl head, arms and legs, sleeping eyes. 

Life like appearance.  ($5$10)

$1

161
  Vintage baby 6" baby doll cloth body plastic arms and legs vinyl 

head, original clothing, with white dummy. .  ($5$10)
$1

162
Vintage 10" squeaky lovable baby doll made in Hong Kong in 

original packaging circa 1970 posable limbs and head.  ($5$10)
$1

163
Rare vintage 1950's Ruthy Horseman vinyl doll.16" poseable arms 

and legs sleeping eyes.  ($10$20)
$5
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164 BOX OF knitted GOLLIWOGS.  ($5$10) $1

165

Four soft toys: Vintage Dakin plush collectible, St Bernard Plush 

Dog 1978 Stuffed Animal 9" Long; Rare vintage promotional 

Australian 'Woolmark' toy lamb circa 1964, made of lamb's wool 

with leather feet A piece of Australian history. Extremely rare, 

Vintage 'Pedigree', "dog pyjama bag" circa 1950's, hard vinyl face, 

closed mouth, protruding tongue, sleeping eyes. Long brown furry 

ears, white furry body. Bells in each ear. Blue plastic collar. Brown 

glass eyes; Vintage 8" plush musical wind-up teddy bear circa 

1970. Head moves as music slowly plays.  ($10$20)

$5

166

Three yellow baby dolls: Rare 11", vintage 1970 Mattel, 'Baby 

Beans' doll with, vinyl hands and head, open mouth and painted 

blue eyes; Rare, Vintage 1979 "Love N Touch, Bare Butt, Baby 

doll", from Mattel. this doll, wearing original outfit. This doll was 

released in 1979. The tagline was, "Her head is soft 'n heavy. She 

looks and feels like a real new born baby; Vintage 1979 'REMCO' 

'Thumbsucker Doll', 14 inches.  ($10$15)

$5

167
Two x vintage Mattel Tippee Toes Dolls - 1980 Baby Dolls, 13 

Inches, made in Mexico.  ($5$10)
$1

168

VARIOUS TOYS: A lot of 11 vintage plastic soldiers circa 1960; A 

lot of 8 x vintage "Testmatch" cricket fielder spares, standalone 

made of plastic; Vintage Tinytins "This Little Piggy" Nursery Rhyme 

Tiny Tins in original backpacking, rare collectible; A bag of 28 

assorted vintage solid plastic collectibles; Vintage 1994 Porcelain 

Peace 'n Harmony Moon Trinket Box, hand made by Imperial 

Creations; Rare vintage, Mattel Polly Pocket "plays princess" ring 

in original packaging; Vintage Fisher Price Hammer Tortoise circa 

1960's.  ($10$15)

$5

169

Vintage vinyl baby doll poseable head and limbs, excellent 

condition, sucking removable dummy, blue eyes parted lips 

flawless condition. Markings 11016-02 TC9 on the back of doll's 

neck.  ($5$10)

$1

170

Vintage 14" 1950's/60's "Empire Made Doll. During the 50's & 60's 

many dolls were transitional, being made partly of hard plastic and 

partly of the newer, softer vinyls. "Empire Made" was a tag 

sometimes used on dolls made outside of England for some of the 

main doll companies of the time. This doll has rooted blonde hair, 

vinyl head and legs, plastic body and arms, posable limbs and 

sleeping blue eyes.  ($10$15)

$5

171 My Child Doll, out of box, pink leotard [1985].  ($20$75) $5

172

American Greetings Strawberry Shortcake, Blow Kiss Baby Doll. 

Brown hair. In knitted pink bonnet and dress [1983]. Identifier no. 

685011.  ($5$15)

$1

173

 3 x vintage dolls circa 1970. One 5" one 7" one 11". All with 

posable limbs, plastic bodies and vinyl head. 11" doll has sleeping 

eyes. 7" doll made in Hong Kong. All in good condition. .  ($5$10)

$1
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174

Two vintage, plush, Teddy Bear/Bunny Rabbits glass eyes, 

whiskers, poseable limbs one 16" one 9", as new, no identifying 

tags.  ($10$20)

$5

175
Two 16" Vintage Frances Peterson plush Elf toys made exclusively 

for David Jones. New in original condition.  ($10$20)
$5

176
Vintage 50cm cloth rubber/vinyl negro doll, sleeping eyes, open 

mouth. Circa 1970.  ($35$75)
$20

177  Vintage 1997 Cititoy 28" Soft Body Girl, Doll, rare find. .  ($10$15) $5

178

Extremely rare vintage original 1960'S Mattel Ken doll in original 

box with original tag, blonde painted hair, original clothes.  

($100$250)

$35

179
Rare vintage 1986, 'Cabbage Patch Doll' young Astronaut, blonde 

hair, blue eyes, one tooth, two dimples.  ($60$120)
$10

180
Vintage 35cm 'Timiny Berchet', realistic vinyl Baby Doll, sleeping 

eyes, posable limbs, made in France.  ($10$20)
$5

181

Vintage 60cm, 'Regal Doll" made in Canada "Louisa" circa 1960/70 

in original purple fur lined 'Go, Go dress'. Beautiful sleeping brown 

eyes, posable limbs, rooted brown hair.  ($25$40)

$10

182
Vintage 1976 14" 'Baby Come Back' Mattel walking doll, in original 

dress, made in the USA.  ($10$15)
$5

183

A rare vintage 'Topper Toys' doll, with sleeping blue eyes, rooted 

blonde hair posable limbs, original dress, made in Hong Kong circa 

1960's /1970's.  ($10$20)

$5

184
Extremely rare Yoda Vintage Star Wars Lucas films Ltd Hand 

puppet, Empire Strikes Back 1981, made of rubber.  ($20$65)
$10

185

Vintage 'Lemon Meringue' (Strawberry Shortcakes Friend), Blow 

Kisses, 1982 by American Greetings corps, made in Hong Kong. 

Soft body, vinyl head and limbs.  ($15$30)

$5

186
A lot of seven Vintage dolls including "Lily Lime" all circa 1970's.  

($10$15)
$5

187
Vintage collection of 13 'Cousin It' type troll doll/gonks, various 

colours $5-$10.  ($5$10)
$1

188

Vintage, brand new, in original box, Home art, porcelain doll, 

blonde hair in ringlets, blue eyes, pale blue bonnet, royal blue and 

pale blue dress with lace ruffles, wearing pearls. SKU 5557 

approximately, 50CM.  ($10$15)

$5
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189

RARE 1997 MICHAEL JACKSON OUTFIT" BEAT IT", FOR 

SINGING DOLL "STREET LIFE". As new in original packaging 

never been opened!  ($35$60)

$20

190

Extremely rare circa 1995 MICHAEL JACKSON 12" SINGING 

DOLL BLACK OR WHITE "STREET LIFE" NEW SEALED. In 

Original Box never been opened.  ($100$200)

$80

191
Mattel Barbie, extremely rare, "My Scene" Retro Glam on Wheels. 

My Scene Roller Girls. "Kennedy".  ($100$160)
$50

192

Mattel Barbie Ballerina circa 2006, Barbie Fairy Tale Ballerina Doll, 

Purple Dress Blonde Hair 12" in original packaging, never been 

opened.  ($10$15)

$5

193
Mattel Barbie,1999 Ken as the Tin Man, Barbie Doll from the 

Wizard of Oz Collection, in original packaging.  ($20$65)
$10

194

Mattel My Scene VERY RARE Mattel Barbie My Scene "Mixin it" 

NOLEE DOLL with video cassette in original packaging never been 

opened. Circa 1983.  ($100$200)

$20

195

Coleco, vintage Cabbage Patch Doll Pin-Ups, circa 1983, Brenton 

Ruby and his Barnyard. In original packaging never been opened.  

($20$50)

$5

196

Extremely rare, Herself the Elf & Friends - Willow Song- circa 

1982, friend of Strawberry Shortcake - by Mattel. In original 

packaging never been opened.  ($30$75)

$10

197 Vintage Zodiac Bear Mug "Leo" in original packaging.  ($5$10) $1

198

Vintage "Imperial Old Timer", classic collection, die cast metal, 

Vintage Simplex 1912 car, with convertible top. Made by the 

Imperial Toy Corporation Los Angeles California circa 1987. The 

Imperial Toy Company was founded in 1969, and emerged as a 

leader in low priced yo-yos. But for a shrt period produced diecast 

classic vehicles.  ($10$20)

$5

199 Plush golden bear with bib 'I Love You'.  ($5$10) $1

200
Vinyl baby GIRL doll with moulded hair and hole in mouth for 

bottle.  ($5$10)
$1

201
Vinyl baby boy doll with moulded hair and hole in mouth for bottle.  

($5$10)
$1

202 Cabbage Patch baby girl doll in striped pink outfit.  ($10$20) $5
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203 30cm "FROZEN" Elsa doll posable head and limbs.  ($10$20) $5

204

Rare vintage "SYLVESTER" the Cat plastic bottle (head is lid), 

22cm, circa 1960s. Made in New Zealand. On the base is printed 

"NZ MEDICAL SUPPLIES".  ($15$30)

$10

205 Rare vintage "Punch n Judy" hand puppet, circa 1960s.  ($10$20) $5

206
Rare vintage 20 cm Edward Mobley squeak toy Rubber Bear. 

Circa 1950s/60s. Highly collectible.  ($20$30)
$10

207
Vintage 1985 Disney/Fisher Price Zummi Gummi Bears 

BOUNCERS bouncy Ball.  ($5$10)
$1

208
Circa 1960/70 20cm 'PERFEKTA' "GIGI" doll made in Hong Kong.  

($5$10)
$1

209
Rare Vintage "HOLLY HOBBIE" doll 1975. Made in Hong Kong.  

($5$10)
$1

210 Vintage golliwog black hand puppet circa 1930s.  ($10$20) $5

211
Extremely rare 1963 Fisher Price "AMAZING ANIMALS" Tiger 

clicker educational toy, hard plastic; working order.  ($15$35)
$5

212
2 x kookaburras, 1 x lamb, 1 x bunny & 1x dog soft toys.  

($10$25)
$5

213
Vintage 18" Black Panther with Green eyes and grey paws. Made 

exclusively for Croner in Korea circa 1980.  ($5$10)
$1

214
Vintage 1968 'Ideal Toy Corp', "Crissy Doll".US patent936397, has 

hair that grows by turning button in the back.  ($20$50)
$10

215
Remains of a vintage mechanical cocktail bar man; both arms lift 

up.  ($25$40)
$15

216 60s Eskimo doll with fur jacket.  ($5$10) $1

217

BUZZ LIGHTYEAR 30 cm action figure with electronics and 

retractable wings. Good condition missing some silver paint - 

missing left foot. "DISNEY THINKWAY".  ($10$25)

$5
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218
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE DOLL by Hasbro. C1976. Cloth 

body, vinyl face and pink wool hair.  ($5$10)
$1

219
CHINESE CHARACTER DOLL in blue satin costume and red and 

gold cap.  ($10$20)
$5

220 Small vinyl doll in pink crotcheted outfit.  ($1$5) $1

221 Grey plush mouse with whiskers and slice of cheese.  ($5$10) $1

222 Brunette lady doll in Blue and white long dress. Italian?  ($10$15) $5

223
Mattel My Child African American Doll in white pants, shoes and 

socks. 1985.  ($50$135)
$20

224 Pink Bunny-eared Baby girl brunette doll, 1960s/70s.  ($5$10) $1

225
Brunette plastic doll in tartan-edged jacket and pants. Circa 1960s.  

($1$5)
$1

226 Cinnamon Doll from the Crissy Doll family 1970s.  ($20$35) $10

227 My Child boy doll with blond hair and denim overalls.  ($50$85) $20

228
Plastic Doll in green lace dress with cameo brooch and light brown 

hair. 1960s.  ($10$20)
$5

229 1980s Strawberry Shortcake Doll light brown hair.  ($5$10) $1

230 Kewpie doll. Plastic 1970s.  ($15$25) $5

231
Vintage rubber doll figure, girl reading book, yellow dress. 1950s.  

($20$30)
$5

232

LIL SPLASH N SHIVER DOLL - VINTAGE 1997 TOT BIZ. Hard to 

find doll in good played with condition. Approximately 28cm tall.  

($5$10)

$1
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233 Vintage Amanda Jane baby doll, 1980s, England.  ($5$10) $1

234 1980s Strawberry Shortcake Doll Purple hair.  ($5$10) $1

235
VINTAGE Blue Box BABY DOLL Hong Kong Cute Blonde Hair.  

($5$10)
$1

236
VINTAGE Blue Box BABY DOLL Hong Kong Cute Blonde Hair.  

($5$10)
$1

237
Vintage Moody Rubber Dolls Moody Cuties Rooted Hair Funny 

Faces 1960s/70s.  ($10$20)
$5

238
VINTAGE HOLLY HOBBY DOLL 6 INCH 1975 KTC Hong Kong.  

($15$30)
$5

239
HE-MAN Battle Armor 'Masters of the Universe' (MOTU) figure.  

($50$100)
$30

240 Small Maori doll in traditional dress.  ($15$20) $5

241 Box of 6 x baby dolls.  ($15$20) $5

242 Box of 3 x girl dolls (tall one missing legs)  ($5$10) $1

243 Box of 5 x soft toys.  ($5$10) $1

244 Box of 5 x girl dolls.  ($5$10) $1

245 Box of broken dolls and doll parts.  ($10$20) $5

246
4 x bears, 1 x bunny, 1 x rag doll and 1 x soft body porcelain 

headed doll.  ($10$25)
$5

247 Box of 'sleeping dolls' - "Not priceless but old".  ($5$15) $1
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248
Arthur Plum plush Toy, (Captain Arthur Phillip) in original box with 

original tags. Made by Ted Blackall K.O,K Pty Ltd.  ($30$50)
$10

249

Vintage 11" cloth "Rolly Polly Man" in original packaging, blue 

overalls, blue cap and blue moustache with red nose. Mint 

condition.  ($10$20)

$5

250

An 8" pair of vintage cabbage patch like dolls with sleeping/open 

close eyes, vinyl arms and legs & cloth body. Wearing white shoes 

and in original clothing.  ($5$15)

$5

251 Vintage "Teach Me Trudy" cloth doll circa 1960's/70's.  ($5$10) $1

252
Genuine 1983 Rainbow Brite 18" Doll Hallmark, Mattel bright.  

($10$30)
$5

253
Vintage Double Sided 10" Doll Happy and Sad Cloth Doll with 

Dress Old Plush Girl Doll.  ($15$30)
$10

254

Plush soft toy Mickey Mouse 50 cm.Vintage rare 18" 'Croner' 

handmade Micky Mouse, made in Korea, wearing blue tuxedo, 

circa 1960/70.  ($20$50)

$10

255
A pair of 10" vintage Golliwogs, in original red checked dresses.  

($5$10)
$1

256 Vintage Disney 11" Eyeore plush toy collectible rattle.  ($10$20) $1

257
Two rare Vintage Clown Marionettes, one 12" one 8" both rare, 

and old heads made of timber.  ($20$60)
$10

258

Vintage 12" Battery operated laughing Kookaburra, made by 

Chericole, with natural sound and movement Plus 10" Vintage 

Kookaburra hand puppet.by CA Australia.  ($15$25)

$10

259
Vintage plush 20" hand crafted, 'Humpty Dumpty', plush toy, with 

red neck tie and red corduroy hat.  ($10$20)
$5

260
Vintage 12" rare Rugrats Doll by Nanco Angelica circa 2000 

Cartoon Rug Rats Nickelodeon.  ($10$30)
$5

261
Two vintage dolls one cloth, one vinyl head cloth body, made in 

Hong Kong circa 1980.  ($5$10)
$1

262
Vintage 10" Disney, 'Playgro' "DOPEY", plush doll, Purple hat with 

Dopey written on it, yellow coat, brown slippers.  ($5$15)
$1
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263

Two vintage plush 11" 'Teddy Bears' Brown one with posable arms 

and legs. Both with glass eyes hard plastic nose circa 1960/1970.  

($5$10)

$1

264

Vintage 11" collectible 'Elka Australia', plush Teddy Bear wearing 

checked shirt, denim cap and denim overalls with toy dog stuffed 

into overall straps. Glass eyes, hard plastic nose. Circa 

1960's/70's.  ($5$10)

$1

265
Vintage 'Hazeldene Handcrafts', original design cloth doll 

'PALIJARRA' one off with original tag.  ($15$25)
$5

266
Vintage collectible, 'Ariel' 'Little Mermaid", shell xylophone toy, tip 

of Ariel's tail is missing.  ($10$20)
$5

267
Mattel "I Can be "Doctors" Barbie and Ken dolls twin pack, original 

packaging, never been opened, exclusive.  ($35$85)
$20

268
The Super Models "Stepping Out Collection" # 8653 44cm Doll 

figures toy concepts. In original box never been opened.  ($15$25)
$10

269

Mattel collector Barbie Doll, Pink Label, "Edward" Twilight 

Collection. As new. In original Packaging never been opened.  

($15$50)

$10

270
Vintage TWEETY BIRD & SYLVESTER METAL LUNCH 

BOX/CASE made by 'Play works'.  ($5$10)
$5

271
THREE x Retro Dream Girl 29cm Fashion Dolls by Toy Things, 

never been opened in original packaging. circa 1999.  ($10$20)
$5

272
Vintage Mattel 1989 'Magic Nursery' Doll vinyl head soft body, 

original clothes.  ($5$15)
$1

273
Mattel Barbie Beauty Centre circa 1989. As new, in original 

packaging never been opened.  ($15$35)
$5

274
Hard red plastic Royal Mail 12cm Collection box, Post Office, Red 

Letter box, coin Bank. In Original box.  ($10$20)
$5

275

Vintage Mattel C.U.T.I.E. tiny people, toy figures in original 

packaging never been opened. The Mattel C.U.T.I.E dolls were 

introduced in 1986 as a girl's alternative to the popular 

M.U.S.C.L.E men figures.  ($10$20)

$5

276

Retro Bluebird Mattel Mighty Max Lion Battle Conqueror, Battle 

Warriors, circa 1994 in original packaging never been opened.  

($20$50)

$10
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277

Vintage Pancake Press circa 1996, rare Humphrey B Bear Activity 

Kit containing, Pencil Case, Ruler, Eraser & Pencil Sharpener.  

($5$20)

$1

278

Vintage Cabbage Patch kid - 1985. In original box. With Original 

Clothing And original papers & Certificates. Blue Xavier Signature 

on bottom of doll. Box slightly crushed.  ($40$150)

$20

279

Vintage Cabbage Patch kid – 1985. In original box. With Original 

Red & Blue Clothing And original papers & Certificates. Blue 

Xavier Signature on bottom of doll. Box slightly crushed.  

($50$160)

$30

280

Vintage Cabbage Patch kid - 1985. With Original Clothing. Blue 

Xavier Signature on bottom of doll. Missing one shoe and one 

sock.  ($30$45)

$10

281
"ZORRO" 30cm action figure by Giochi Preziosi, brand new in 

original packaging never been opened.  ($35$65)
$20

282
Retro Mattel Barbie Grandpa Doll Happy Family neighbourhood, 

circa 2003 in original packaging never been opened.  ($100$290)
$50

283

Circa 1997 Barbie Rapunzel: Talking Ken as Prince Stefan in 

original packaging, never been opened (box slightly crushed).  

($40$75)

$20

284
Mattel My Scene, Barbie's friend Chelsea with Black Vespa circa 

2003. In original packaging never been opened.  ($70$140)
$40

285
Vintage porcelain doll circa 1980s, painted eyes, blonde hair 

porcelain head, hands and legs original red floral dress.  ($10$30)
$5

286
Rare Vintage 1974 Mattel "Baby That Away", Doll crawling doll.  

($10$20)
$5

287

Vintage 45cm 'Famosa' doll, circa 1960/70 made in Spain, posable 

limbs, open mouth, sleeping eyes, vinyl head, plastic body. 

.Missing left sock.  ($10$20)

$5

288 Vintage Retro 1964 Mattel 'Timey Tell', Doll.  ($15$45) $10

289

Vintage rare 'Estrela' large, Twirling Ballerina Doll 47cm" Blonde 

Made in Brazil, sleeping blue eyes, posable limbs  circa 1964. Last 

bought at auction in 1980 for $20.00.  ($15$30)

$5
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290

Vintage English Doll, vinyl head & arms, plastic body, brown 

sleeping eyes rooted silver blonde hair, original dress, 1960's no 

brand name markings, 'made in England; on neck, possibly an 

"Ideal" doll because they were the first in their industry to make 

hard plastic dolls after World War II.  Ideal Toy company dolls are 

made of; wood, cloth, composition, hard plastic, vinyl and magic 

skin and are all considered to be very good quality. .  ($10$40)

$5

291

Vintage 90cm life-sized circa 1970's doll, vinyl head and plastic 

body, sleeping blue eyes, rooted blonde hair. UNEEDA, wearing 

Chinese-style pyjamas.  ($35$60)

$20

292
Extremely rare circa 2000, 40cm Harry Potter Hagrid Gund soft 

plush stuffed doll, with yellow and red scarf, brand new.  ($35$75)
$20

293

Vintage 'Roddy' doll circa 1957/60. Made in England. Vinyl doll in 

original dress, sleeping blue eyes, posable limbs, open mouth.  

($20$50)

$10

294

Vintage 'Uneeda' teenage plastic doll, long brown rooted hair, soft 

plastic posable arms and legs, original one-piece jump suit and 

head band, white casual shoes, made in Hong Kong, circa 1971.  

($20$40)

$5

295

Rare vintage 33cm 'Playmates' Baby Doll, circa 1960's, with blonde 

hair and painted blue eyes, posable limbs wearing Gray patterned 

Pyjamas.  ($20$35)

$5

296

Vintage 20" "Kader" doll 3520, circa 1950's, a very light doll, 

although his head is made of hard brittle plastic/cellulite, the rest of 

his body is made of a softer pliable plastic.  The doll has jointed 

neck, arms, wrists and legs and these can be moved to different  

poses.  ($40$150)

$25

297

Vintage 18"1968 'Ideal Toys' Canada doll, blonde hair, sleeping 

eyes, vinyl head and arms plastic body orange dress. This doll is a 

member of the Crissy family, judging by the delicate hands, but 

more on Barbie lines with a moulded bust.  ($10$15)

$5

298
Vintage 1994 'Cititoy' rubber doll with rooted blonde hair, posable 

limbs and sleeping eyes.  ($5$10)
$1

299

Vintage, rare Baby doll 30cm. Made in England by 'Palitoy', rooted 

blonde hair, sleeping blue eyes, posable limbs, vinyl head and 

limbs, open mouth circa 1960's.  ($5$10)

$1

300

Vintage porcelain doll circa 1980s, painted eyes, blonde hair 

porcelain head, hands and legs original red floral dress, leather 

boots.  ($10$30)

$5

301

Vintage 60cm circa 1960/70's doll vinyl head and plastic body, 

sleeping blue eyes, rooted red hair.no markings or identification 

other than made in Taiwan, wearing blue dress, socks and red 

shoes.  ($10$25)

$5

302

Rare 24" vintage circa 1965's Australian "Metti" vinyl doll, rooted 

auburn hair, sleeping blue eyes, posable limbs. 'Metti' Australia 

was established in South Australia in 1965 by Richard Hall and 

Luciano Hall.  ($10$30)

$5
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303

Vintage "UNEEDA" 'The Flower Child', 80cm doll circa 1976 vinyl 

head, sleeping brown eyes, closed mouth, plastic posable limbs, 

plastic body rooted blonde hair made in China.  ($10$30)

$5

304

Antique Bisque doll - sleeping brown eyes which also roll from side 

to side, painted red lips and nails, circa 1890, some damage to the 

toes on each foot. No distinguishing marks,.  ($30$85)

$10

305
Retro 2001 50cm Cititoy large baby doll, sleeping eyes, vinyl head, 

legs and arms cloth body.  ($10$35)
$5

306

VINTAGE 1960S SEBINO' TITTI DOLL' made in Italy. 20'' tall. The 

doll works with a wind up Swiss musical movement that plays 

Brahms Lullaby which also makes the dolls upper body move from 

side to side.  ($20$50)

$10

307

Vintage porcelain period doll circa 1970, brown ringlet hair, painted 

face, blue eyes, full lips, leather lace up shoes pink satin dress with 

matching bonnet.  ($25$45)

$5

308
Two x rare vintage "Day Ltd" 50cm cloth & vinyl dolls, vinyl head 

and hands painted rooted, rooted brown hair, cloth body.  ($5$15)
$1

309
VINTAGE rare "Baby Alive" doll Female © C.P.G. Products 1982.  

($10$25)
$5

310
Vintage 1976 Mattel, 'Baby Come Back' Walking Doll - Not tested. 

Blonde hair, original clothes.  ($5$15)
$1

311

Vintage porcelain doll circa 1970, porcelain head and hands cloth 

body in pale yellow Edwardian style period dress and yellow frilled 

bonnet. Delicate features painted face. Red lips.  ($25$45)

$5

312

Extremely rare find, vintage 1982 Mattel, "Herself the Elf", 'Meadow 

Morn', in original 'unopened Box', including Jewellery Necklace and 

Brooch.  ($30$75)

$10

313

Vintage 40cm "CHILTERN" Made in England Vinyl Doll circa 

1960s, rooted black hair sleeping eyes, Poseable limbs, lace 

original dress white plastic high heel shoes.  ($20$50)

$10

314

Rare 'as new', Vintage original, 1983 WICKET the EWOK 

'Lucasfilm's' Kenner Star Wars 14.5" Plush Animal. (An art of 

cinematographic history).  ($15$40)

$5

315

Three x GOOFYs. Vintage 20cm, "Walt Disney Characters" Plush 

toy 1976, Goofy, a 40cm vintage Goofy circa 1960's and a 20cm 

Knickerbocker Vintage Goofy beanie baby, circa 1970's.  ($5$20)

$1

316
Vintage 28cm, "Walt Disney Productions" Minnie Mouse 1977.  

($5$20)
$1
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317

Two28cm vintage Knickerbocker Micky Mouse Dolls circa 1970's 

and one 28cm, Knickerbocker Minnie Mouse Doll Circa 1970's.  

($10$25)

$5

318
Vintage 1983 Hallmark, Mattel, Rainbow Brite Red BUTLER 

Redhead Boy Doll 10" Vinyl YELLOW cape.  ($5$10)
$1

319

Vintage 1982 WALLACE BERRIE BERRY FAT PELICAN 

'GODFREY GOONEY BIRD' PLUSH FIGURE SOFT TOY with 

original tags.  ($5$10)

$1

320

Rare vintage "Rainbow Brite", Indigo, Doll, excellent condition, 

Dark Hair with Blue Streaks, Hallmark, 1983, Mattel, Plush Body.  

($5$10)

$1

321
Gonk Figure Fuzzy Hair with Guitar 1960's 5 inches / 13 cm.  

($5$10)
$1

322

19th Century Coachman Bought at Auction 1988 for private 

collection. Character Doll / Coachman - Face china, hands 

composition, Body and arms cloth. Clothing original, Brown vinyl 

Boots, Brown woollen cloth pants, white buttoned sleeves. Driving 

coat with two caped collars & top hat.  ($25$60)

$10

323
Early 20th Century German Bisque Doll 13inches / 33 cm.  

($50$90)
$20

324

Rare 60cm baby doll, male, hard plastic/vinyl arms and head, 

plastic body and legs , no brand markings, sleeping eyes, molded 

hair open mouth, posable limbs, circa 1940's.  ($15$35)

$10

325

TWO x dolls: Softina Drink and Wet Doll Circa 1970's American 

Indian still in original Costume15 inches PLUS African Doll Vinyl 

face / Plastic body,11 inches / 28cm.  ($10$15)

$5

326
BOX of mixed toys: Novelty pencil holder plus sundry dolls and soft 

toys.  ($10$15)
$5

327

Vintage Regal Doll 70cm made in Canada circa 1960's, posable 

limbs, sleeping green eyes, dark rooted hair, Vinyl head hard 

plastic body and limbs.  ($10$20)

$5

328

Rare vintage "EEGEE - Goldberger" Doll, 60cm, l circa 1964 made 

in the USA. Vinyl head and arms, plastic body, blonde rooted hair, 

sleeping eyes, plastic sandals, burgundy velvet dress.  ($10$20)

$5

329

A rare vintage 1965 "Vogue Star", Doll from Canada. She is a little 

dirty and just needs to be wiped down. She has sleepy eyes, eye 

damage, she has on a knitted dress and hat.  ($5$10)

$1

330

Vintage 70cm circa 1960's doll vinyl head and arms plastic body, 

sleeping blue eyes, rooted brunette hair, no markings or 

identification, what appears to be original PINK LACE dress.  

($10$20)

$5
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331 Red Head Cabbabge Patch Kid "LELE".  ($15$30) $5

332
Vintage porcelain doll circa 1980, painted eyes, curly hair porcelain 

head, hands and legs original dress, cloth slippers.  ($5$10)
$1

333

Rare Vintage G.M.F.G.I doll 1977, 'Cutie Pie Baby Doll' with Dress 

12" - GMFGI #164 - General Mills. G.M.F.G.I stands for General 

Mills fun group. It was a large company that owned a number of 

smaller companies including Kenner who designed and made the 

toys.  ($5$10)

$1

334
Vintage 45cm 'Furga' doll Italy blue eyes in reasonable condition 

from the '60s.  ($5$10)
$1

335
Vintage 1972 Mattel Dancerella brunette ballerina Doll original 

outfit TLC ballerina crown tutu pink.  ($10$20)
$5

336

Vintage 1969 'Ideal toys "Velvet" (Chrissy's little sister), vinyl/plastic 

doll, with growing hair, sleeping blue grey eyes, original clothes, 

dress has original Velvet tag. One shoe missing.  ($10$20)

$5

337
Vintage 'Ideal Toy Corp" 1969,'Velvet' (Chrissies little sister), grow 

hair doll.  ($10$20)
$5

338
Vintage 1988 Mattel 'LITTLE LIL MISS DRESS UP DOLL' heart on 

cheek, blond hair. Posable limbs.  ($5$10)
$1

339
Rare 30cm Canadian "Mighty Star", cloth and vinyl doll circa 1970.  

($5$10)
$1

340

Vintage 1993, 38cm "Princess doll", rooted blonde haired 'Cititoy', 

(a subsidiary of Mattel) made in china, hard vinyl head, and arm 

body and legs, posable limbs, sleeping blue eyes original dress.  

($10$20)

$5

341
Vintage "plush", yellow "Bunny Baby" doll sleeping eyes, rubber 

face, vinyl hands.  ($10$30)
$5

342
Rare Vintage 'Walt Disney Characters' 1976 Goofy Plush Toy 

Stuffed Doll.  ($10$15)
$5

343

Antique bisque doll , bisque head and arms body stuffed with 

straw, last purchased at antique auction in 1980 for$125.00.  

($50$150)

$20

344
Vintage 1997 "Toy Biz" 11" baby doll 'boy' with moulded blond hair, 

blue eyes and open mouth.  ($5$10)
$1
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345

Vintage rubber doll; made in Japan, "Holiday Fair", circa 1960s. 

Holiday Fair was owned by Hedaya and Co. The company was 

headquartered in New York City, although the dolls were made in 

Japan. The company was most active in the 1960s, first registering 

the "Holiday Fair" trademark in 1964. The owner was Abraham 

Hedaya. The Holiday Fair trademark expired in 1985. A line of their 

dolls, typically with a gold hanging loop on the head, were 

wholesaled to fairs and carnivals as giveaways, just like lower-

priced stuffed animals are today. Holiday Fair dolls are considered 

collectibles.  ($5$10)

$1

346 A pair of vintage fine porcelain baby dolls circa 1970.  ($5$20) $1

347 Vintage porcelain Wee Willie Winkie "Nippon" Doll.  ($15$35) $10

348
Vintage 1920s 'style' porcelain Flapper Doll. Betty Boop type.  

($10$30)
$5

349

Lot of two vintage miniature baby dolls, vinyl head arms and legs 

cloth body, sucking dummies one with glass fixed eyes one with 

sleeping eyes. One 20cm, one 15cm.  ($5$10)

$1

350
Rare 22cm retro Vintage Plastic vinyl doll from a private collection 

BLUE BOX Hong Kong.  ($5$10)
$1

351

Rare vintage, 20cm 1960's Brunette, Pedigree 'Perfekta' "Yes/No", 

Doll painted eyes, posable limbs. Press button on body and doll 

shakes her head.  ($5$10)

$1

352
Two vintage 20cm period piece porcelain dolls circa 1970. In 

original packaging.  ($5$10)
$1

353
Rare vintage 10" "BAMBI"made of leather with a brass bell around 

its neck, circa 1940. Tan in colour.  ($10$25)
$5

354

Vintage Doll circa 1960's made in Italy made of soft vinyl/rubber 

rooted dark hair sleeping brown eyes, open mouth, posable limbs 

no manufacturer markings.  ($5$10)

$1

355
Rare 1963 vintage rubber collectible Giraffe squeak toy made in 

Taiwan. Squeak still working.  ($5$10)
$1

356 Vintage 14cm Rubber Kewpie doll made in Japan.  ($5$15) $1

357
Rare vintage 14cm small blond "Delavennat" doll in original outfit, 

made in Hong Kong, circa 1980's.  ($5$10)
$1
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358
Rare collectible 10cm Raggedy Anne 1977 Bobbs Merrill Co 

Squeaky Stahlwood Toy made in Taiwan.  ($5$10)
$1

359

Antique 45cm composite doll in separate pieces, circa 1890, 

moulded hair, painted face oval arms attached by internal straps, 

plus dress and pants..  ($50$160)

$20

360

Three x vintage dolls: 13" Vintage 1985' Upsy Baby doll', by 

Kenner in original clothes; Vintage Regal Toys rubber baby doll 

made in Canada circa 1960's/70s; Vintage 30cm 'Remco' 1980 

vinyl and hard plastic doll, molded blond hair blue eyes, posable 

limbs.  ($5$15)

$1

361

FOUR x vintage dolls. 1. Rare vintage "Ideal" 1972 Rubber baby 

doll, blue eyes open mouth; 2. Rare vintage 1950's, 40cm, post-

war, soft rubber vinyl Boy Doll with moulded brown hair painted 

eyes, posable limbs. Made in England printed on back; 3. Rare 

45cm, vintage doll made by "Liberty" circa 1960 in Hong Kong, 

cloth body, vinyl head and limbs, rooted strawberry blond hair, It is 

believed Liberty were a British firm; 4. Vintage 'Look N' Love Dolly', 

by 'Remco', 1978 battery operated in original outfit.  ($10$15)

$5

362
Vintage Ideal Toy Corp 1978 'Whoopsie Doll' 13" Blond Hair. 

Pigtails flip up.  ($10$20)
$1

363
Rare vintage 30cm rubber bulldog squeak toy, circa 1960 "Yup the 

Pup". Bandaged paw and red collar.  ($5$10)
$1

364
Rare vintage, 1987 HG Industries Toy Lion mouth moves with lever 

on head. In original packaging.  ($10$20)
$1

365
Vintage 'Trendon toys' circa 1960's, "Sasha Doll" made by Frido 

Limited. Made from hard plastic bakelite material.  ($5$10)
$1

366

Rare 35cm Vintage "Drulat Pty Ltd" jointed, Teddy bear, made in 

Korea circa 1960's, glass eyes, hard nose embroidered mouth.  

($5$10)

$1

367
Vintage Mattel "Little Miss Magic Hair" doll, jointed arms and legs, 

hard plastic/vinyl, circa 1988, 12".  ($5$10)
$1

368
Rare Vintage Mattel 1984 "Princess of Power" She-Ra, He-Man, 

action figure.  ($10$35)
$5

369
Very rare Vintage 1974 MEGO "Mr Mxyzptlk", Superman Foe, 

WGSH Bend N Flex Rubber Figure 5".  ($10$25)
$5

370
Extremely rare Vintage 1985 'Kenner' DC Comics "Kalibak", 5" Toy 

Action Figure.  ($10$20)
$5
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371
A pair of vintage extremely rare miniature solid metal sheep 

sculptures. Note one missing leg.  ($15$30)
$5

372
Vintage extremely rare miniature solid brass frog sculpture.  

($20$40)
$10

373

Vintage "MOTU" extremely rare Masters of the Universe 'HORDE 

TROOPER' Action Figure Original 1980. *One leg detached.  

($20$45)

$10

374
Vintage extremely rare miniature solid metal Kangaroo sculpture.  

($20$45)
$10

375
Vintage "Little Orphan Annie", 6 Inch Movie Doll Vintage 1982 

Knickerbocker Toy doll.  ($5$10)
$1

376
VINTAGE Blue Box BABY DOLL Hong Kong with bib 'n' brace 

playsuit and blond hair.  ($5$10)
$1

377
Vintage 1960's 10cm Japanese Emotion Doll, made by Iwai 

Industrial, made in Japan.  ($5$10)
$1

378
Vintage 10cm celluloid doll , moulded hair, sleeping eyes posable 

limbs, lace dress, circa 1950/60.  ($10$20)
$5

379
Rare vintage, rubber Dakin collectible, 1974 rubber squeaky toy 

lamb.  ($5$10)
$1

380
Vintage Mattel "Little Miss" doll, jointed arms and legs, hard 

plastic/vinyl, circa 1988, 12".  ($5$10)
$1

381
Vintage, "JOY TIME" blue teddy bear, glass eyes, embroidered 

nose, George Tauber imports, circa 1960's.  ($5$10)
$1

382
Vintage Mattel, 1969 'Tender Love Baby' doll drinks & wets, rubber 

soft vinyl toy.  ($5$10)
$1

383
Vintage rubber squeak toy bunny, collectible, movable arms, red 

shoes, blue jacket, circa 1960/1970 made in Japan .  ($5$10)
$1

384
Rare 35cm/25cm vintage Alpaca hand crafted, with red & white 

lead, circa 1960's.  ($10$20)
$5

385
Vintage,1971, Superstar Barbie Fashion Face – Vintage Barbie 

styling head from Mattel.  ($30$60)
$10
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386
Vintage 25cm, Tan, "Sunny Toys" Teddy bear circa 1960's, in 

brown overalls made in Taiwan.  ($5$10)
$1

387
Rare 1984 vintage 'Zica, Coleco', Sectaurs, "Mantor & Raptor" 

Complete NM vintage figures weapons.  ($10$25)
$5

388

Vintage 'Tudor Rose' Baby Doll 8" Made in England, Hard Plastic, 

sleeping painted blue eyes, posable limbs original dress circa 

1950's/60's . Collectable extremely Rare!  ($20$65)

$10

389
Vintage 16cm celluloid doll, German girl posable arms and legs, 

circa 1930's. .  ($45$70)
$20

390

Rare Vintage, Fisher Price, "Katie The Kangaroo" circa 1976, 

Brown plastic kangaroo with a white tummy and brown baby Joey 

fastened to a spring in her pouch. Both mom and baby kangaroo 

have large blue eyes, a brown nose, and brown soft flexible plastic 

ears. Mom originally had a yellow plastic cord attached to her back 

with a squeeze bulb on the end and she would hop. Measures 16" 

wide, 9-1/2" deep, and 7-9/16" high.  ($10$25)

$5

391
Russ collectible, "Yomiko Classics" Black Labrador Pup, 15", Black 

Soft Fur Plush.  ($10$20)
$5

392
Rare "Golliwog head", plastic money box, with a yellow hat, made 

in Hong Kong.  ($20$40)
$5

393

Vintage 14cm celluloid doll, Girl in yellow lace dress ,posable arms 

and legs, lace pants, dress and sleeping eyes, circa 1930's.  

($10$20)

$5

394 Vintage 14cm celluloid Leprechaun doll, circa 1930's.  ($10$20) $5

395
Vintage Lanard Dragon Force "WHITE NINJA" Dragonmaster - 

Action Figure 1985.  ($10$30)
$5

396
Vintage 14cm celluloid doll, Girl with rosy cheeks ,posable arms 

and legs, knitted pants dress and bag, circa 1930s.  ($10$20)
$5

397
Rare Vintage Lanard Dragon Force "WHITE NINJA" Dragonmaster 

- Action Figure 1985.  ($10$30)
$5

398
Rare vintage, 'Tombstone', "Rock Lords" Evil Warrior Figure, 

Transformer, Green Vintage 1986, Tonka.  ($15$45)
$5

399

Rare 5cm Vintage 1980's 'Garfield Holding Fork and Knife' Cake 

Topper solid. PVC Figure! Nostalgia Vintage Garfield Nostalgia - 

PVC Cake Topper.  ($5$10)

$1
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400
Vintage "Stahlwood" 'Baseball Boy', Squeak Toy, circa 1960's Rare 

Taiwan Nursery collectible.  ($15$35)
$5

401
Rare, Dumbo Vintage, collectible, Squeeze 'N' Squeak by 

'Playcraft', Walt Disney Productions circa 1970s.  ($5$10)
$1

402
Rare original,9cm Vintage 'Mr Clever', Mr Men, collectible rubber 

toy.  ($5$10)
$1

403
Vintage 1960's 'Remco', "Sweet April" Playtime Doll, with button in 

back that makes arms move made in Hong Kong .  ($5$10)
$1

404
Vintage, rare, Masters of the Universe "MAN-E-FACES" He-Man 

MOTU figure.  ($15$35)
$5

405

Twenty six assorted small Vintage 1991 Hasbro L'il Babies Lil Baby 

Mini Toys figurines plus attached Collectors Sheets. Made in 

Greece. In original packaging CIRCA 1990 similar to the Oodles 

series.  ($10$20)

$5

406

Rare vintage "The Blackthorne Fairy" Costume ONLY. Maker: 

Hornby Hobbies Ltd, Westwood Margate, Kent England. Designed 

from Cicely M. Barker artworks. Year: 1984. CONDITION: Item in 

Mint condition in original packaging. Beautiful clear plastic on this 

set, no yellowing as is so common of vintage sets. The Blackthorn 

Fairy was initially depicted in a poem with the same title: 'The 

Blackthorn Fairy'.  ($5$10)

$1

407
Vintage porcelain tree fairy doll ornament, approximately 10cm 

circa 1980.  ($10$15)
$5

408
Vintage" Australiana, extremely rare, Lucky Koolah Koala pencil 

topper circa 1960 in original packaging.  ($15$30)
$5

409
Two extremely rare vintage packets of 1983 Vegemite hair clips in 

original packaging by Addis; one silver, one gold.  ($20$40)
$10

410 Barbie mini collectible from McDonalds.  ($10$20) $5

411

Vintage Shackman NY collectors jointed wooden handmade penny 

doll, approximately 12cm made in Taiwan circa 1960, unopened in 

original packaging.  ($10$15)

$5

412

10cm vintage Susana Doll circa 1970, rooted blonde hair, vinyl 

head, blow mold body, movable and bendable arms and legs. 

Made in Taiwan by Gigo toys. In original packaging never opened.  

($5$10)

$1
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413

Vintage Fun World Class Mates Doll circa 1970 Made in Hong 

Kong. Vinyl Head, blonde hair, soft body, red checked dress. Doll 

comes with own desk excellent condition.  ($10$15)

$5

414

Six vintage Simplicity Fashion DESIGNER Dolls with outfits and 

stand brush, 1989 Lanard Toys New York made in China. All dolls 

in Original packaging. 11cm tall. All dolls are in excellent condition. 

Long comb-able hair, Real Simplicity fashions, pose-able arms and 

legs. Lanard Toys is a multinational toy company founded in 1978.  

($10$35)

$5

415

Vintage MAAS battery operated doll made in Hong Kong circa 

1960s. Hard Plastic body poly vinyl arms and legs. In good 

condition battery cover missing. Sleeping eyes, wet lashes, O/C 

mouth rooted blonde wig. Maas Dolls are relatively rare and up 

until around 2019 appeared to predominantly produce electronic 

robot figures.  ($5$10)

$1

416

Vintage Two Parrs New Zealand Souvenir Doll Kakahu wearing, 

Maori Wahine, Feather Cloak, Piupiu Hei-Tiki Pendant; original 

packaging, excellent condition.  ($10$20)

$5

417

Vintage extremely rare "DR DANTE" 1992 WIDGET WORLD 

WATCHER NINTENDO 8-BIT NES GAME PVC TOY FIGURE 

EXC!!! ... Super Mario Bros Nendoroid Action Figure in original 

packaging, Brand: CRONER, Size: 2.75". Widget is an action-

platforming video game series created for the Nintendo. Widget is 

a game based on the 80's cartoon show.  ($10$30)

$5

418

Vintage circa 1980 David Jones 6cm toy soldier Christmas tree 

decoration, in original packaging. David Jones has a history of 

producing a range of Christmas Tree decorations, Christmas 

Decorations and more festive Items each year. Because David 

Jones is the oldest department store in the world still trading under 

its original name, these decorations have become highly 

collectable over time.  ($5$10)

$1

419

Circa 1930's German bisque/composition head baby doll sleeping 

eyes, no lashes Japanese celluloid arms and legs, elongated cloth 

body. Small hole behind right knee & small crack on left leg.  

($40$90)

$25

420

Rare, vintage Playskool Baby LIL Squeakers Gloworm plush toy 

approximately 10cm, circa 1985 in good condition, made in Hong 

Kong. Playskool is an American company that produces 

educational toys and games for children. It is a subsidiary of 

Hasbro, Inc. The Playskool Institute was established by Lucille 

King in 1928 as a division of the John Schroeder Lumber Company 

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  ($5$10)

$1

421
Handcrafted 6cm Mayvic Porcelain Doll in original packaging, circa 

1985 a quality Sweda Product made in China.  ($5$10)
$1

422

Antique New Zealand Maori wahine circa 1920's, authentic 

traditional costume, wearing, mai, woven flax cloak & the  tu-

wharariki  belt, and poi tied to waste, made of composite head, 

with painted features and cloth body approximately 100 plus years 

old. **COSTUME EXTREMELY FRAGILE.**.  ($15$50)

$5
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423

Vintage 25cm handmade, Nairobi traditional Kenyan rope woman 

& child on her back. Both with wooden heads and in traditional 

dress, made in Kenya from 3rd world cottage industry, Trading 

Partners circa 1980. During this time emphasis was placed on 

traditional people in developing countries to display their skills, by 

making and selling traditional handcrafted dolls. Hence the 3rd 

world cottage industry concept was born.  ($5$10)

$1

424

Vintage, collectable, Russ Berrie & Company, Inc. Oakland, New 

Jersey, Good Friends & Neighbours toy series, "Jack the Jock" 

(original 1980's Russ Sunnyville Jack The Jock plush toy) circa 

1980, made in Taiwan.  ($10$15)

$1

425

Vintage "Kitty Little" Sachet of Herbs rose fragrance shaped like a 

teddy bear in original packaging made in Great Britain circa 1960s.  

($5$10)

$1

426
Retro CE POCHAHONTAS 3-piece play set in original packaging, 

based on "Pocahontas".  ($10$20)
$1

427
Retro circa 1970 Bernie Bear Mini Sharp 'N Draw Miniature Bero 

Toys in original packaging. Made in Hong Kong.  ($5$10)
$1

428

Retro 1991 Mattel Deluxe! Hook Action Figure - Skull Armor Capt. 

Hook, ... Brand: Original Mattel in original packaging. Mattel was 

the original home to several iconic retro toys. Mattel was founded 

in 1945 and used the slogan "You can tell it's Mattel, it's swell". In 

1993, Mattel merged with the Fisher-Price toy company. In 1996, 

Mattel purchased Tyco Toys, which was the third largest toy 

manufacturer at the time. Because of their long history and 

reputation for quality over time, Mattel toys have become sought 

after collectables.  ($10$60)

$5

429

Rare "Eat-It-All Cone Kid Doll", Fresh Boy Doll, promotional, 

advertising doll from the 1970s. Made in Taiwan, for the Eat It All 

Cone Co, Division of Maryland Cup Co, Chicago, Illinois. Stuffed 

with polyester; Cloth good condition.  ($15$30)

$5

430

Vintage bisque Kurt S. Adler Ebenezer Scrooge A Christmas Carol 

Charles Dickens Ornament - excellent condition. In original 

packaging. Kurt Adler Christmas ornament collectables were 

established in 1946 after WWII. In 1950 he started offering 

handmade Christmas decorations from East and West Germany, 

which became highly sought after in America. In the 1970's, 

holiday decorating was transformed into a fashion business with 

ornaments crafted in country colors. This meant Christmas 

collectables became a thing, and during the 1980's and 1990's, 

Santa was transformed into a fun-loving character that enjoyed 

hobbies such as windsurfing and skiing. Kurt S. Adler, ornaments 

are highly sought after because he helped change look of 

Christmas décor.  ($10$25)

$5

431
Vintage 1980 RUSS "Friendly Doctor" Cloth Doll 11" Tall good 

condition.  ($5$10)
$1

432

Vintage English Doll, vinyl head & arms, plastic body, brown 

sleeping eyes rooted dark long hair, floral pink dress, 1950, s/60's 

no brand name markings, 'made in England, on back of neck, 

posable limbs, possibly either "Pedigree" or "Ideal".  ($15$40)

$5
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433

Vintage circa 1960's 'Regal Doll' made in Toronto Canada, rooted 

brown hair, posable limbs, sleeping eyes, original dress and pink 

ribbon in hair.  ($10$20)

$5

434

Vintage hard plastic/celluloid doll made in Italy, circa 1960, with 

French pompadour type hairstyle, posable limbs, brown sleeping 

eyes, painted eyebrows 70cm, closed mouth.  ($15$30)

$5

435

Vintage Brown Porcelain doll circa 1960, cloth body, porcelain 

head arms and legs. Little maid, original leather shoes and original 

clothes floral dress white apron and a floral bow in hair. Comes 

with stand.  ($20$50)

$10

436

Vintage English Doll, vinyl head & arms, plastic body, blue sleeping 

eyes rooted ginger short hair, spotted purple dress, 1950, s/60's no 

brand name markings, 'made in England, on back, tips of two 

fingers missing on left hand, posable limbs, possibly an "Pedigree" 

doll.  ($10$20)

$5

437

English Doll, vinyl head & arms, plastic body, blue sleeping eyes, 

bottle mouth, rooted BLONDE short hair, yellow dress, 1950, s/60's 

.  ($5$10)

$1

438

Vintage 1978 Cicciobell 'SEBINO', doll. Made in Italy. Plastic Baby 

BOY Doll 16", sleeping blue eyes, posable limbs in knitted yellow 

baby outfit, posable limbs in knitted yellow baby outfit. Cicciobello 

is an Italian doll produced by Sebino Bambole and Fabricio 

Gómez"Chicho". Cicciobello resembles a male few-month-old 

baby, thus enabling children to learn through play to become 

familiar with the job of parenting. Created in 1962 by Gervasio 

Chiari (founder of the Sebino doll factory), Cicciobello has been 

established as a symbol for generations of Italian children.  

($5$10)

$1

439

Vintage baby doll post WW11, made in England. Head hard 

plastic, set in eyes. Brit patent 600270, soft rubber/vinyl body and 

limbs. Hole in mouth and voice box set in body cavity.  ($20$50)

$10

440

Extremely rare,16" vintage - 'Birimbo' - Sebino - Black Muneca - 

Doll - 1977, sleeping eyes, posable limbs, hard vinyl/plastic, in 

original nappy - Made in Italy.  ($10$20)

$5

441
Vintage Koala ,10", posable arms and legs, glass eyes, hard 

plastic nose, wearing an Australian flag, necktie /scarf.  ($5$10)
$1

442

Retro 1998 'ANGELICA', squeeze my sides, ROLLER SKATING, 

13" Doll Plush Rug Rats Vintage Nickelodeon Lion tamer with whip 

in original packaging, rare find.  ($10$20)

$5

443

Vintage 22" rare original 'Jenny Lynne' rag doll circa 1970-80 

original clothes. 'Jenny Lynne'was the creator of limited edition art 

toys and apparel.  ($10$15)

$5

444

Vintage rare 21" limited edition porcelain doll "Bethany", brown 

skin, dark braided hair, carrying a teddy bear. Wearing sandals, in 

original clothes in mint condition.  ($20$50)

$10

445

Retro 1998 'Tommy Pickles', squeeze my sides, 13" Doll Plush 

Rug Rats Vintage Nickelodeon Lion tamer with whip in original 

packaging, rare find.  ($10$20)

$5
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446
Vintage rare,12" Scooby-Doo Cartoon Network 20 in Plush Toy. In 

original packaging, rare find.  ($15$30)
$10

447
Vintage 12" 'Rosebud England', vinyl and plastic doll, sleeping 

eyes posable arms and legs, blonde hair.  ($10$25)
$5

448

Vintage,10" Willy the Koala Australian Mascot 'Seoul 1988 

Olympics', Plush Stuffed Toy. Own a bit of Australian history.  

($25$40)

$10

449

Rare Vintage 1981 Dakin old Mother dog plush toy 12" glass eyes 

black hard nose, wearing a bonnet and a denim dress. Made in 

Korea.  ($5$10)

$1

450
Vintage 30" Australian Ram Marino sheep collectible toy made by 

Greig Novelties Pty Ltd Melbourne.  ($10$20)
$5

451
Vintage Baby Alive Hasbro 2009 All Gone Interactive Talking 

Eating Blonde Doll Toy.  ($5$10)
$1

452
Extremely rare 12", "Professor Teddy Woods" plush koala 

'greening Australia' made by Falminka, circa 1983.  ($10$15)
$5

453 Vintage 12" plush 'Tweetie Bird" doll circa 1980.  ($5$10) $1

454
Vintage 9" "Prowki" international, plush lamb made in New Zealand 

circa 2009.  ($10$20)
$5

455
Vintage HASBRO Baby Alive DOLL 2006 Drink Wet OPEN SHUT 

Eyes w/ LASHES 33cm.  ($5$10)
$1

456
Vintage 13" 1999 Wiggles Wags the dog, musical singing toy.  

($10$20)
$5

457
Retro, collectable 12" 'Dipsy' green Teletubbies doll, plush body 

vinyl face stuffed circa 1996.  ($10$20)
$5

458
Vintage 11" moulded plastic and vinyl doll, blonde moulded hair, 

posable arms and legs, by 'Remco', circa 1980.  ($5$10)
$1

459
Vintage 1981 Dakin Garfield Dressed as A Devil plush toy as new.  

($5$10)
$1

460
Vintage original 8" Jonah Plush toy by Russ with original tags.  

($5$10)
$1
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461
Rare Vintage Easter Bunny Rabbit, collectible Squeakie, Squeak 

Toy Basket Gift Rubber Pastel 7" circa 1950 - 1960's.  ($20$45)
$10

462
Vintage 10" plush Sagittarius green teddy bear by Russ Toys.  

($5$10)
$1

463
Vintage Remco 1979 Look n Love Dolly Doll push button at back & 

dolls head nods.  ($5$10)
$1

464
Vintage 35cm Plastic Doll "PLAYMATES" circa 1960's , blond hair 

blue sleeping eyes in original dress. Made in Hong Kong.  ($5$10)
$1

465
Vintage 10" Regal, 1970s Era Baby Doll made in Canada, brown 

hair, open mouth.  ($5$10)
$1

466
Vintage 22cm, 1964 Ideal Toy Corp Doll, head and hands vinyl, 

ginger/brown hair, sleeping eyes, inset lashes.  ($5$10)
$1

467

Rare Vintage 10" "Evergreen" doll circa 1960's ginger hair, 

sleeping eyes, Push buttons in stomach and back, head nods and 

turns.  ($5$10)

$1

468
Vintage Kewpie Doll, Made in Japan, Kewpie Cupid, Cupie Doll, 

Rubber Toy 8" Kewpie.  ($5$20)
$1

469
VINTAGE 1980 Mattel 'Tippee Toes'. Hard Plastic Blonde Hair 13" 

Doll.  ($5$10)
$1

470

Vintage 25cm Plastic Doll "PLAYMATES" circa 1960's , blond hair 

blue painted eyes, green hand knitted woollen dress, Vinyl/rubber 

head and posable limbs circa 1960,s/70,s. Made in Hong Kong.  

($5$10)

$1

471 Rare, Vintage 23cm "Bluebox Doll" made in Hong Kong.  ($5$10) $1

472
Vintage 10" 1975/76, KTC KNICKERBOCKER vinyl doll "Holly 

Hobbie", line made in Taiwan.  ($5$10)
$1

473
Vintage 23" Ideal Toy Corporation,1968 Beautiful Crissy Doll with 

Original Dress and Growing Hair.  ($10$60)
$5

474
Vintage 23" Ideal Toy Corporation, 1968 Beautiful Crissy Doll with 

Original Dress and Growing Hair.  ($20$75)
$10

475

Vintage 10" PALITOY doll Made in England, blond hair, rubber 

head, body and posable limbs rubber/vinyl face, sleeping green 

eyes. Circa 1968.  ($5$10)

$1
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476
Vintage 9" squeaky rubber squirrel, made in England, circa 

1950/60.  ($10$20)
$5

477

Vintage 1950's "Pedigree" walker mamma doll with jointed limbs, 

sleeping eyes THAT ALSO GO SIDE TO SIDE, hard plastic body 

with soundmaker in back.  ($30$100)

$5

478
Vintage 30cm 'Sunny Toys' plush, grey, elephant circa 1960.  

($5$10)
$1

479

Vintage 'Lanard Toys' Ltd 1989 Jet Setters 18" fashion doll #2010 

Leilani new in original packaging, with 2-piece swimsuit wrap 

around skirt hat & beach slippers.  ($5$20)

$1

480
Vintage "Gold Coast Barbie", circa 1989, in Original box.  

($15$35)
$5

481
Vintage Hot Stuff Skipper Doll (Sister of Barbie), circa 1984. In 

original packaging never opened.  ($25$70)
$10

482

VINTAGE 'BARBIE DOLL' My First Barbie TOP TOYS/MATTEL 

1988 W/BOX VARIANT in original packaging, never been opened.  

($50$80)

$20

483
Vintage Mattel California Dream Ken Fashion Doll, circa 1987, in 

original packaging, never been opened.  ($40$70)
$25

484
Vintage California Dream Barbie #4439 Mattel, 1987 in original 

packaging never been opened.  ($20$40)
$10

485
Vintage "Gold Coast Barbie", circa 1989, in Original box.  

($30$80)
$20

486
Vintage 1985 TROPICAL BARBIE #1017 in Original Box never 

been opened.  ($40$120)
$20

487

VINTAGE 'BARBIE DOLL' My First Ballerina Barbie 

TOYS/MATTEL 1986 in original packaging, never been opened.  

($40$120)

$20

488

Vintage 1987 Island Fun Barbie Doll Blonde #4061 NRFB Doll has 

Spotted Legs, in original packaging, never been opened.  

($30$60)

$10

489 Vintage Xavier Roberts 1985 "Cabbage Patch Kid".  ($50$150) $20

490
Vintage 24cm cloth "Avon" praying Doll, blonde rag doll type hair, 

circa 1982.  ($5$10)
$1
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491
Vintage 20cm "Tom Foolery" plush black bear, with 20cm "Aussie 

Born" plush Black Swan. Australian made plush toys.  ($5$20)
$1

492
1993 Vintage Holly Mine Well Made Toy Doll Violet Eyes 

strawberry blonde hair. Sz 20cm.  ($5$10)
$1

493

Vintage Rare 2000 Sydney Australia Paralympics Mascot "Lizzie" 

plush. This is approximately 8" L and in good condition as shown. 

Original tag attached .  ($20$40)

$5

494
Vintage "Amtoy" 'Teach & Play' Cloth Doll 16" Colours circa 1984 

American Greetings Stuffed toy.  ($5$10)
$1

495
Vintage 30cm "Pooh Bear" Made in Vietnam for Disney 

Corporation circa 1995.  ($15$30)
$5

496
Rare Vintage Syd the Platypus Xerox Plush Sydney 2000 Olympic 

Mascot Promo Toy.  ($20$40)
$5

497
Vintage 15cm Eden Toys 'Paddington the Bear' with original tags. 

Circa 1975.  ($15$50)
$5

498

Vintage doll circa 1980's body pliable plastic, front torso joined by 

seam, down centre of the back. Sleeping brown eyes & lashes 

missing, Short brown hair. Italian style face with turned up nose. 

Markings on back and head made in England 18 C.  ($5$10)

$1

499
Vintage Playmates, "Amazing Amanda", Vintage 2005, Interactive, 

animatronic doll.  ($40$70)
$10

500

Vintage 40cm "Doll" circa 1985 to 90. Long Auburn rooted hair 

sleeping eyes and lashes, poseable vinyl head and body. No 

distinguishing marks. Condition good.  ($5$15)

$1

501 Vintage Target plush Teddy Bear.  ($5$10) $1

502

Very rare vintage "WENDY BOSTON" rare dog plush 1950s~ 

Brown & cream dog made in England. Wendy Boston was famous 

for her bears, bears which were first made by Wendy, in South 

Wales, in the 1940s and the company, Wendy Boston Ltd was set 

up in 1945, when her husband Ken began to sell them. The 

company is famous for pioneering child safety technology and 

were the first to produce washable bears. Her toys are valuable 

collectibles.  ($25$70)

$10

503 Vintage, "New Concepts" plush blue elephant toy.  ($5$10) $1
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504 Vintage 35cm Paddington Bear "Build A bear".  ($10$20) $5

505
Rare 16" Vintage build a bear plush Tiger in beach shorts. 

Exquisite face glass eyes, hard nose.  ($15$45)
$5

506

Vintage "Ideal Toy Corp Doll" pat 14-H-194 on head circa 1974. 

Baby girl Wet Doll short blonde rooted hair fixed eyes and lashes, 

vinyl head and body. Condition fair.  ($5$10)

$1

507
Vintage doll circa 1970's soft vinyl head, sleeping eyes, soft vinyl 

arms and legs. Cloth body, no distinguishing markings.  ($5$10)
$1

508

A pair of vintage clown hand puppets in bright shimmering 

costumes. ** Holes and damage to cloth on arms. Heads in perfect 

condition.  ($5$10)

$1

509
Vintage Star Trek "Deep Space Nine" Action Figures. Complete 

set of 4. Unopened.  ($30$60)
$5

510
Vintage JusToys THE ROCKETEER Bend-Ems Action Figure 

MOC.  ($15$30)
$5

511
Vintage 11" Jointed hessian Teddy bear, made in China. In original 

packaging with original tag.  ($5$20)
$1

512

Vintage 14" golden jointed teddy bear, cream colour on bottom of 

paws and feet, as well as inside of ears and around snout, glass 

eyes and hard nose; wearing tartan shorts and a tartan ribbon 

around its neck.  ($5$10)

$1

513
Vintage Genuine 1983 Rainbow Brite 18" Doll Hallmark, Mattel 

bright.  ($5$30)
$1

514
Vintage 30cm "Sunny Toys" pink & blue Teddy Bear circa 1960/70 

Soft Plush Toy Made in Korea.  ($5$10)
$1

515
Vintage 10" "Weebok Lion" plush toy in diaper, made for Reebok 

International, 1987, Stuffed Animal toy.  ($5$20)
$1

516
Vintage Plush Mr Tickle collectible toy, circa 1980, by Roger 

Hargreaves.  ($5$10)
$1

517
1978 Vintage "Knickerbocker Toy Co". Amazing Spider Man 18" 

Marvel Comics GUC.  ($20$60)
$10

518

Vintage, rare circa 1984 "Thomas the Tank Engine & Friends" 

Squeaky Friends, The fat Controller,'Sir Topham Hatt', in original 

packaging never been opened.  ($10$40)

$5
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519
Vintage Hing Fat Toys Wild West Cowboy and Indian Set #606.  

($10$40)
$5

520

Vintage "Sarah Kay" Pedigree Valentine 12" Rare cloth Doll in Her 

Original Box. In original box circa 1970/80. This doll is very hard to 

find. She adorable freckles and blonde curly hair. She even has 

glasses. She is a Holly Hobby-looking doll.  ($10$20)

$5

521
3 X Vintage porcelain Doll & Clown, circa 1980/90 Trademark 

hands holding the world no other markings.  ($5$20)
$1

522

Rare Vintage 1990 "Magic Nursery" Newborn, 'Is it a boy or a Girl'. 

In original packaging never been opened. Made by Mattel.  

($20$50)

$5

523
Vintage 1989 Jet Setters doll "Nikita" by Lanard toys, mint 

condition in original packaging.  ($20$50)
$10

524
Extremley rare Vintage "Rigadoon Gang" doll/Puppet 

"SCOREBOARD" in original packaging circa 1988.  ($50$150)
$20

525

Vintage "My First Phone" money box, with ringing feature, circa 

1980/90, in original packaging. Interactive toy designed for Social 

& Language skills. Mint condition.  ($5$20)

$5

526

Vintage "Cowboys & Indians" Native American Indian action figure, 

circa 1960/70. Twist waist, movable head arms & legs. In original 

packaging.  ($10$20)

$5

527

Vintage "Cowboys & Indians" Native American Indian action figure, 

circa 1960/70. Twist waist, movable head arms & legs. In original 

packaging.  ($10$20)

$5

528

Vintage "Cowboys & Indians"Cowboy action figure, circa 1960/70. 

Twist waist, movable head arms & legs. In original packaging.  

($10$20)

$5

529
Vintage Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 2 collectors Badges 

Leonardo LHT MOC.  ($10$15)
$5

530

Vintage TMNT McDonald's Happy Meal 2006 Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtle Raphael, in original packaging never opened.  

($10$20)

$5

531
4 x Vintage Boxed 1986 Mattel C.U.T.I.E. Cutie Dolls Toy Figures 

80s NIB Japan 3438.  ($15$60)
$5

532

Rare bb Vintage 40cm, Italian celluloid doll circa 1950/60's slight 

damage right leg, original clothes, sleeping eyes, posable limbs.  

($10$50)

$5

533

Rare Vintage Doll "Mirella ", made in Italy posable limbs, rooted 

blond hair sleeping blue eyes, open mouth original clothes. One 

shoe missing.  ($5$10)

$1
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534

Retro Mattel Barbie 1994 XJS Glitter Pink Convertible as is 

(MISSING BACKS OF SEATS). A life size replica of this vehicle is 

found in the Coventry Vehicle Museum and has a history all of its 

own.  ($30$60)

$10

535 Gingham and daisy pattern doll's stroller/pram.  ($40$75) $20

536
Blue and Yellow 'kids and bunnies' pattern doll's stroller/pram.  

($40$75)
$20

537
Doll's baby basket. Cane and plastic sprayed black with some 

paint peel.  ($25$40)
$20

538
Doll's baby basket. Cane and plastic with cotton fabric lining. 

Handles are unravelling.  ($15$30)
$10

539
Vintage Strawberry Shortcake Blow a Kiss Doll Kenner/American 

Greetings Corp 1982 With Hat 13".  ($5$10)
$1

540

Rare 30cm Vintage OK "Kader Doll", Sleeping Eye, open mouth, 

Twist wrists, posable plastic limbs, celluloid head made in Hong 

Kong.  ($5$10)

$1

541
Vintage1978 12-inch GMFGI, Kenner Drink and Wet Rubber Doll 

Diaper Rash Doll.  ($5$10)
$1

542
Vintage 30cm, 1969 "IDEAL-Toy corp", APRIL SHOWER BABY 

DOLL.  ($5$10)
$1

543
Vintage 70's Horsman Softskin 13" Drink & Wet Rubber Baby Doll 

Blue Sleep Eyes.  ($5$10)
$1

544
Rare 30cm Black Vintage OK "Kader Doll", Sleeping Eyes, Twist 

wrists, posable limbs made in Hong Kong.  ($10$50)
$5

545 Rare 35cm vintage "My Way Babies" life like baby doll.  ($5$10) $1

546
Yellow molded plastic 1960s doll's pram by Toltoys, with metal 

chassis and handles. Very good condition.  ($10$50)
$5

547
Model house/dolls house, circa early 70's on green lawn board with 

removable roof. Damage to rear of green board.  ($10$20)
$5

548
Cyclops brand 1970s red tricycle, metal chassis and tray with 

plastic seat (slight wear). Fully functional.  ($25$65)
$10
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549

Rare 45cm.Vintage Toltoys, "Furskin" 'Lumberjack' Bear, 

extremely cute, circa 1980's in original box. Never played with or 

used. Furskins are a series of bears, in different sizes and guises, 

created by Xavier Roberts. They are a highly collectible item, but 

not quite as sought after as Roberts' most famous creation 

"Cabbage Patch Kids".  ($5$10)

$1

550
Beautiful 30cm vintage porcelain doll from "The Porcelain Doll 

collection", series.  ($5$10)
$1

551

Vintage "Knightsbridge" porcelain doll collection "The Lilac Flower 

Baby" Porcelain doll lying on a porcelain flowerpot, in original 

packaging.  ($5$10)

$1

552
Rare Retro TYCO C.O.D. Cuddle on Delivery Doll, circa 1996 in 

original packaging never been opened.  ($10$30)
$5

553
Vintage original Barbie Star Traveller Motor Home circa 1976 .The 

original Barbie Motor Home came in yellow. As is.  ($20$50)
$10

554
Another Vintage original Barbie Star Traveller Motor Home circa 

1976 . As is.  ($20$50)
$10

555
Giant Teddy with button eyes, in blue jumper and shorts, and 

cowboy vest.  ($10$20)
$5

556

Life-sized baby's basket/bassinet, circa 1970. Woven, white plastic-

coated cane with sturdy varnished cane base, and a chrome veil-

cover boom and handles. STORK brand.  ($20$50)

$10

557

Life-sized baby's basket/bassinet, circa 1970. Woven, white plastic-

coated cane with sturdy varnished cane base, and chrome 

handles.  ($20$40)

$10

558
Rare red tin doll's pram, lined with plastic. Metal undercarriage and 

handle. Likely circa 1940s/50s. Missing bonnet.  ($20$50)
$10

559
Life size baby carriage in woven white cane. Very old, with sprung 

undercarriage. White rubber wheels, one flattened.  ($75$150)
$40

560
Old wooden school desk with pencil recess and fixed lid. Seat lifts 

up. Circa 1960s. (post ink)  ($30$60)
$10

561
Old wooden school desk with ink well hole and fixed lid and seat. 

Circa 1940s/50s.  ($15$50)
$10

562

Group of 4 toys: Lizzie the Sydney 2000 mascot hard plastic toy; 

Fisher Price green double-headed walking dragon toy; Green plush 

alligator 15cm; Fisher Price "HAPPY APPLE" rolling toy with 

interior bell.  ($5$100)

$1
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563
Antique celluloid Baby doll body held together by bands. Has 

unusual brown eyes circa 1930's 21 inches / 53 cm.  ($50$150)
$20

564

Celluloid doll Made in Japan has marking on back 23 inches / 58 

cm circa 1920's bought at Auction in 1988 for a private collection.  

($50$150)

$20

565

Pedigree 'Flirty Eye' plastic baby doll Had pedigree markings. 

Dress Organza silk embossed baby's dress from 1950's 15 inches 

/ 37cm.  ($20$50)

$10

566
Composition Boudoir doll Circa early 1900's Composition face, 

arms and legs, cloth body. 28 Inches / 72 cm .  ($50$150)
$20

567
Celluloid Inuit / Eskimo Doll 6inches / 15 cm Empire made Dressed 

in Original clothing Flirty eyes Circa 1950's. .  ($10$20)
$5

568
Vintage Dora The Explorer - 16" Tall - Vinyl w/Movable Arms, 

Legs, Head - 2003.  ($5$10)
$1

569
Vintage, 30cm Scholastic Clifford the Big Red Dog circa 2003. As 

new with original tags.  ($5$10)
$1

570
Vintage 2005 fashion Fever Barbie in original packaging, with tags, 

never been opened.  ($35$65)
$15

571

Rare Vintage, United colours of Benetton, Shopping, "Marina", 

Barbie Doll 1991 in original packaging never been opened.  

($40$100)

$20

572 Vintage "Eden"10" Paddington bear original clothes.  ($10$20) $5

573
Vintage "Simba", soft body doll, sleeping eyes, vinyl head, vinyl 

arms & legs, approximately 20".  ($5$10)
$1

574
Vintage Peterkin 18" Realistic Anatomically Correct Newborn Baby 

Girl Doll/ Nude Blue eyes.  ($5$10)
$1

575
Vintage Lotus 18" soft bodied, vinyl head & limbs, poseable doll 

"Jessica".  ($10$15)
$5

576
Vintage vinyl and plastic African American Regal Doll made in 

Canada. Poseable limbs.  ($20$50)
$10

577

Vintage, 27cm, Fiji Collectible Souvenir Doll, never opened in 

original packaging, circa 1960. Vinyl head plastic body moveable 

limbs.  ($5$10)

$1
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578

Vintage 8" Eden Toys plush "The Snowman", Eden Raymond 

Briggs, green hat & scarf. Glass eyes and glass buttons on chest. 

Made in NYC USA circa 1986.  ($5$10)

$1

579

Vintage Carlson Dolls Mescalero Princess collector's item. Leather 

traditional costume, with moccasins, celluloid body, sleeping eyes.  

($10$20)

$5

580

Pedigree Doll. Dressed in theatre stage costume on a stand, Circa 

mid 20th Century. Originally Owned by Judith Campbell Costume 

and Wardrobe supervisor, who was associated with films such as 

'The Dreaming' 'Pattern of Life' 'Not Only but Also' 27 inches / 69 

cm.  ($60$100)

$30

581

Rare early 1950's 18inch Italian Plastic doll Sleeping Eyes. Original 

Wig, original shoes Ma, Ma. Bought at Auction 1989 for private 

collection.  ($40$70)

$20

582

1940's OK Kader doll Celluloid head, hard plastic body sleeping 

eyes 24 inches / 61cm Bought at Auction 1983 for private 

collection.  ($10$50)

$5

583
1950's Pedigree walking doll 21 inches. Original hair and eyes. 

Bought at auction 1989 for private collection.  ($60$100)
$30

584
Nippon Yamato Bisque doll Circa Early 1900's no. 76018 20 inches 

bought at auction for private collection 1983.  ($60$100)
$40

585

Rare Antique 19th Century French Boudoir Doll Has a pouch at 

base to hold night attire Circa Early 1900's Clothing dates back to 

1900's Bought at Auction 1983 for private collection.23 inches / 

58cm.  ($60$100)

$50

586

Vintage Teddy Bear circa 1980s with the European Union CE label 

denoting this products meet all requirement of the European 

directive for quality and safety.  ($5$10)

$1

587

Vintage Walt Disney Characters, Plush 60 cm Mickey Mouse . Pre 

1965. Because of the iconic nature of Disney, over time many of 

Disney releases have become sort after collectibles. Mickey 

Mouse is no exception.  ($20$40)

$10

588

Vintage 1960s - 35 centimetres cloth toy Grenadier. Painted face 

good condition. The Grenadier guards celebrated their 350th 

anniversary, in 2006 and have predominately maintained the same 

colour uniforms which have been depicted in many manifestation 

of toys over time and are iconic in nature.  ($5$10)

$1

589
Vintage hand crafted wooden Norwegian, figurine in woollen cap, 

thick woollen jumper and tweed pants.  ($20$40)
$10

590

Four vintage carved wooden nautical figures: sea captain with pipe 

and a wooden leg; lighthouse keeper ; sea captain with hands in 

his pockets ; sea captain with hands in his pockets and a cigar in 

the side of his mouth.  ($20$60)

$10
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591 Five old dolls, varying wear.  ($5$10) $1

592

Vintage black doll circa 1970s made in Hong Kong. Black hair , 

sleeping brown eyes, red lips, closed mouth, soft plastic legs, arms 

and body. Hard plastic head. Red striped dress.  ($20$50)

$10

593
Vintage rare baby head wall hanging "Goldcastle" hand-painted , 

highly sought-after collectible.  ($20$70)
$10

594

Vintage doll circa 1950/60. Made in Italy. Sleeping Brown eyes, 

posable limbs, inset lashes, closed mouth. Body, blonde hair, 

head, legs hard plastic. Mama voice box, Original dress, panties, 

shoes and socks. Small hole on right temple under hairline.  

($10$20)

$5

595

Retro Campbell's Souper Kids collectible Shelfkins collectors' 

series. Sitting Boy Chef. In original packaging circa 1990.  

($15$30)

$10

596
Vintage "Chrissy Doll" Growing Red Hair, 1968, manufactured by 

the Ideal Toy Corporation.  ($10$20)
$5

597

Rare Retro doll, 29cm, Jaymark "Baby-Surprise" circa 1992. 

Manufactured in China for Uranium Toys. Doll in original 

packaging.  ($20$50)

$10

598

Two vintage hand-operated, plush Japanese mechanical walking 

dogs, circa 1960's, tails wag, mouths open and close as toy is 

either pushed or pulled, wheels underneath dogs.  ($20$40)

$10

599
Vintage Renzi, Yellow Plastic Hobby Horse Head COLT 45, 

Cowboys. Rare Toys circa 1960, Collectible.  ($15$50)
$10

600

1983 Vintage Star Wars Return of The Jedi, Wicket Ewok PVC 

piggy bank with ORIGINAL STOPPER made by Lucas films, all 

right reserved.  ($5$15)

$1

601
Rare antique circa 1920, s Sun Rubber, plump "Little Boy Blue 

"rubber squeak toy in period costume.  ($5$10)
$1

602
Bag of six vintage rubber squeak toys, mostly made in Taiwan 

circa 1970.  ($10$30)
$5

603
Three Vintage Japanese rubber kewpie dolls. Soft rubber, two with 

moving limbs.  ($20$50)
$10

604
Vintage circa 1950 Rosebud rubber Teddy Bear squeaky toy, in 

Sheriff outfit, approximately 15cm.  ($5$10)
$1
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605
Kitsch vintage Pinocchio Driclad squeaker toy circa 1960.  

($10$30)
$5

606
Vintage ET the Extra-terrestrial rubber action figure replica 30cm.  

($25$50)
$20

607
Extraordinarily rare, KFS, 1940's, vintage Popeye rubber squeeze 

toy. Made in England.  ($15$40)
$10

608
Vintage, circa 1960, Combex, bear on bike squeaky toy, 

approximately 10cm, made in England numbered 1540. .  ($5$10)
$1

609
Vintage crawling bare bottom baby rubber squeeze toy, circa 1940 

(Sun Rubber company?). 'Made in England'.  ($5$10)
$1

610
Vintage Combex Creations rubber Rabbit with a mandolin squeaky 

toy 1416 'made in England'. Circa 1960.  ($10$20)
$5

611
Vintage, MacDonald's, Happy Meal, rare, JANE WITH LARGE 

BOOK, FIGURINE 1999.  ($5$10)
$1

612
McDonald's Happy Meal, Tarzan Gorilla with Baby figurine from 

1999, never opened, sealed.  ($5$10)
$1

613
Vintage 1999*JR100c* Tarzan - Pop up Porter - McDonald's - 8cm.  

($5$10)
$1

614
Vintage, WIND UP, mechanical plush toy, made in Japan "puppy 

dog squat jump" Wind up mechanism damaged.  ($10$20)
$5

615

Vintage hand operated, plush, Japanese, mechanical walking 

black and white terrier with pull bone in mouth, Japan on collar & 

wooden eyes, circa 1950's, tail rotates as toy is either pushed or 

pulled, wheels underneath dogs. Approximately10cm long.  

($10$30)

$5

616
Rare Vintage Battery Operated Dog, Jolly Pianist Dog, T.N. Ahi 

Toys Japan - Works circa 1950's .  ($15$50)
$10

617

Sturdy - home made WOODEN FORT ; plus two bags of assorted 

figurines: comboys, indians, astronauts, animals, trees etc.  

($35$75)

$30

618
Oak wood doll's bed. Home made and dating back to circa 1914, 

probably from England.  ($15$30)
$10
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619
Rare 30" VINTAGE CUDDLE WIT SOFT CLASSICS TEDDY 

BEAR PLUSH + LARGE white.  ($5$10)
$1

620

Three Vintage Elephants : Two plush made in Korea Circa 1980s 

and one "Toy Network" pink & grey plush elephant circa 2009.  

($5$10)

$1

621
Rare vintage Teachers' Credit Union 12" Koala hand puppet circa 

1980.  ($5$10)
$1

622
Vintage "Eposo" plush lion and baby elephant circa 1990's.  

($5$10)
$1

623

Rare vintage Australian, Blue Mountains, 14" Zig Zag railways 

plush engineer, train driver souvenir doll with original tags.  

($20$50)

$10

624
Rare Vintage Shrek Ogre plush soft toy doll. Plastic head and 

hands. Talking talks.  ($20$50)
$10

625

Three plush toys: Vintage "Rich Frog" Gregory The Elephant Red 

Polka Dot Plush Soft Toy stuffed 2008 9"; Vintage 8" Cuddle Pals 

plush donkey C E label with original tags. Black grey and white; 

Vintage 16" Jam & Butter Bear Company "Bendy" Elephant 

posable legs and head, neck & Trunk, all bendable.  ($10$20)

$5

626
Vintage 13" rare Care Bear, "Lotsa Heart Elephant "plush toy circa 

1984. "Lotsa Heart Elephant" is reasonably rare.  ($5$10)
$1

627
Vintage 14" Movie world plush "Hagrid" doll with original tags.  

($10$30)
$5

628 Vintage 18" 80s 1981 Dakin Garfield Plush Toy.  ($10$20) $5

629 Vintage 18" 80s 1981 Dakin Garfield Plush Toy.  ($10$20) $5

630
Vintage 10" Plush Oasis the Camel Plush by Russ Berrie.  

($5$10)
$1

631
DESPICABLE ME " AGNES GRU " PLUSH TOY DOLL - 

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS.  ($5$10)
$1

632
Vintage 14" Plush Elka Zebra flexible inserts in legs to make Zebra 

poseable, life like glass eyes.  ($10$30)
$5
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633

Vintage 5" Andrew Brownsword FOREVER FRIENDS Plush Teddy 

BEAR.This is a collectors bear. In 1987, artist Deborah Jones drew 

the first ever Forever Friends bear in her sketchbook. She 

approached Bath, Somerset based greeting cards publishers 

Andrew Brownsword, who agreed to release the bear design as a 

greeting card. ... It became the bear found in the attic.".  ($5$10)

$1

634

Vintage 12" Taronga Zoo Shop "Gung" the Asian Bull Elephant. 

Prior to Gung being moved to Western Planes Zoo in 2018. Gung 

was an Asian Elephant who came to Taronga Zoo Sydney as a 

young bull. Gung now resided at Western Plains Zoo Dubbo and is 

familiar with four of the seven Asian Elephants at Dubbo; females 

Thong Dee and Porntip and young males Luk Chai (Gung's son) 

and Pathi Harn. While at Taronga plush toys of him were very 

popular.  ($5$10)

$1

635
Playmates' 15" Strawberry Shortcake Playdate Figure Doll 2006.  

($5$10)
$1

636
Vintage "Presents", 'Hamilton Gifts' Wizard Of Oz, Cowardly Lion. 

Vinyl-faced plush toy with original tags.  ($20$50)
$10

637

Vintage Doll Made in England Vinyl and Plastic Long blonde curly 

rooted hair, only slightly messy 18 inches tall Doll weighs .51 kg or 

1lb 2oz, Blue sleepy eyes, real lashes original organdi flocked 

dress and taffetta pants.  ($10$25)

$5

638
Rare vintage 35cm 'Redbox' educational clown toy, red woollen 

hair, sleeping eyes.  ($5$10)
$1

639

Vintage 1963 'Fisher Price' Turtle, Indiana Fisher-Price Pull Toys 

musical turtle, moves and plays nursery rhymes, in working 

condition, 'hat missing'.  ($5$10)

$1

640
Rare vintage 1974 'Kenner' Dusty, in Safari suite, blonde hair blue 

eyes, swivel body.  ($10$40)
$5

641
Vintage 1972 Fisher Price 'Happy Apple', Short Stem Rolly Poly, 

Chime Toy.  ($5$10)
$1

642

Vintage 17cm Amanda Jane Doll & 1970's 'Playmates', collectible, 

Made in Hong Kong posable arms and legs, brown hair painted 

eyes.  ($5$10)

$1

643

Vintage, rare,' Six Million Dollar Man', 1975, 'Kenner', Steve Austin, 

Action Figure, has what appears to be a small burn mark on right 

thigh, otherwise in good condition.  ($20$80)

$10

644
Very rare retro 1987, Animal Fair, Boink'rs, Boinkers, Boxing 

Puppet, 'Okee Dokee Orange'! One arm working only.  ($5$10)
$1

645
Vintage 18cm, Plastic battery operated 'Disney Pooh Bear' bubble 

blower.  ($10$20)
$5
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646
Extremely rare "Rushton",1930's pink "Bunny Bear" sleeping eyes, 

rubber face, vinyl hands.  ($10$40)
$5

647
Vintage 'Pedigree' blonde haired, blue eyed, hair grows doll, string 

pull. Posable limbs original dress.  ($5$10)
$1

648

Vintage 36cm, 'Palitoy Bradgate Goldilocks Doll 1960/70s' hair 

grow doll, made in England, turn knob on back to lengthen & 

shorten hair, blue sleeping eyes , posable limbs.  ($5$10)

$1

649
Vintage, rare,30cm, Regal Toys, circa 1960s bunny doll, vinyl, 

plush, in a blue onesy made in Canada.  ($10$40)
$5

650
Vintage 25 cm "A.D. G" life like miniature baby, cloth, vinyl.  

($5$20)
$1

651

Vintage, rare 14" 1960's French, 'Bella', "Poupee Doll". Blue 

sleeping eyes, posable arms and legs 1960's woollen outfit.  

($5$10)

$1

652
Vintage 'IDEAL Toy Corp' Crissy Doll, red hair "CINNAMON", grow 

hair 12" 1970 Excellent Condition.  ($10$40)
$5

653
Vintage 1982,'Kenner', American Greetings Corp, Strawberry 

Shortcake, 'Blow a Kiss' doll.  ($5$10)
$1

654

Vintage 1985 'Uneeda' Doll Plush blonde Haired, rare, cloth vinyl 

doll with original clothes, sleeping blue Eyes, Vinyl Head Hands.  

($5$10)

$1

655

Vintage "Eugene Doll Co" doll, made in Taiwan, vinyl/rubber head 

and limbs, cloth body, blonde hair, sleeping blue eyes, open 

mouth, original GINGHAM clothes.  ($5$10)

$1

656 Vintage Mattel, 1989 Magic Nursery Baby Doll.  ($5$10) $1

657

Vintage 1960's "Camay", BLUE DRESS, rubber/head arms and 

torso, plastic legged doll no 7011, rooted brown hair posable limbs, 

painted eyes, open mouth.  ($10$20)

$5

658

Rare Vintage "Tonka" (better known for trucks and cars) Doll 

called, Bathing Beauty doll circa 1985 green eyes, green, hair, 

original green, floral , cotton and lace dress.  ($5$10)

$1

659
Vintage 1988 Lil Miss Doll vintage by Mattel blonde hair with wavey 

blonde hair, heart on left cheek,12 inches tall.  ($5$10)
$1

660
Vintage Z.Z vinyl/rubber Doll with plastic legs, blue eyes posable 

limbs, circa 1960/70, Made in Italy.  ($5$20)
$1
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661
Vintage 1988, "Mattel" 'lil Ms Make up', doll. Blonde hair blue eyes, 

posable limbs.  ($5$10)
$1

662
Vintage 1987 "Playskool", Dolly Surprise, lift right arm, hair grows 

doll, wind mechanism with left arm.  ($10$20)
$5

663

Vintage 1985 'Uneeda' Doll Plush Purple Haired, rare, cloth vinyl 

doll with original GINGHAM clothes, bonnet, sleeping blue eyes, 

vinyl head & hands.  ($5$10)

$1

664

Rare 60cm vintage 'Netta', vinyl/rubber doll, made in Australia, 

posable head and limbs, sleeping blue eyes, blonde hair circa 

1960/70.  ($10$50)

$5

665
Rare vintage "Bear Doll" circa 1930s. Mask face, cotton head, Fur 

top half of body and feet, cotton soles.  ($10$20)
$5

666
Rare vintage, 'Victoria Plum Doll', Angela Rippon Character 1980 

W N Sharpe LTD, 19CM.  ($5$10)
$1

667
Vintage 1987 "Playskool", Dolly Surprise, Hair Grows doll.  

($10$20)
$5

668
Vintage, rare red head, Panosh Place- 1985 Doll, 17" Collectors 

Doll.  ($5$10)
$1

669
Vintage Mattel 1969 "Timey Tell Doll" w/ Original Watch & Pull 

String.  ($5$10)
$1

670
Vintage rice paddy babies, baby doll plush, with pink original satin 

outfit 20" tall circa 1980's.  ($5$20)
$1

671

Rare Vintage "My Child Doll" Girl Strawberry Blonde Hair in a pony 

tail, brown/almond eyes, red lips, button nose, inquisitive face 

yellow shoes.. Felt Mattel.  ($15$40)

$10

672

Rare Vintage "My Child Doll" Girl Strawberry Blonde Hair in a pony 

tail, sparkling blue eyes, red lips, button nose innocent face, bare 

foot. Felt Mattel.  ($15$40)

$10

673
Vintage, rare African American female cabbage patch kid, no 

certificates excellent condition, 1985.  ($20$50)
$10

674
Rare vintage Kenner 1985 pull string, push button, "Upsy Doll", for 

the collector, still in working condition.  ($10$30)
$5

675
A pair of cute vintage plush puppies circa 1970's one with 

lambswool and leather brown ears.  ($5$10)
$1
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676
Vintage Budweiser Beer Stuffed mouse "Very Rare", Hard to Find 

collectible toy.  ($20$60)
$10

677

Very Rare Vintage "Joy Toys" plush Cat, with green "Joy Toys", 

embroidered label on white background, Cat has beautiful pink 

glass eyes, with a brass bell around its neck. Based on the label it 

was manufactured between 1920 & 1960 as post 1960 labels were 

printed.  ($5$20)

$1

678
Vintage 7" handmade plush, green felt elephant circa 1960's small 

hole behind left ear otherwise good condition.  ($5$10)
$1

679

Vintage Schildkrot Turtle Mark 12" Vinyl Black/Brown, Baby Doll - 

Celluloid / Rubber - Germany -  Posable arms and legs, sleeping 

eyes, pouting lips.  ($15$50)

$10

680

Vintage, rare, 11" 1984 Willy The Koala Los Angeles Australian 

Olympic Games plush mascot in Australian Team Colours.  

($10$30)

$5

681
Vintage 12' Snoopy Applause Plush Stuffed Animal Peanuts with / 

Tags circa 1968.  ($5$10)
$1

682

Vintage rare, Mattel, Warner bros, talking "BUGS BUNNY" Pull 

String Toy 1971, for the collector, Dirty, ears missing, string pull 

still works.  ($10$20)

$5

683

Vintage, 35cm 1960's 'Perfecta' hard plastic doll with posable head 

and limbs, sleeping blue eyes and original Chiffon ball gown.  

($10$30)

$5

684

.Vintage Pedigree, 1970's,'Baby First Love', Bathtime Baby Doll. 

Condition is "Used". But good condition she is 16 inches and has 

the soft rubbery vinyl, hair blonde is soft and wispy, sleeping eyes, 

blue, swivel waste, posable head and limbs.  ($10$30)

$5

685 Vintage , 'Mattel' Magic Nursery, 1989, Baby Doll 12".  ($5$10) $1

686

Vintage 45cm 'Perfekta' vinyl/plastic doll, deep brown sleeping 

eyes, rooted long waist length red/brown hair circa 1960s.  

($5$10)

$1

687
Vintage rare 16", Grams Care Bear Vintage 1983 "Rose Belly" - 

Kenner Care Bear Plush Stuffed Toy.  ($10$40)
$5

688

Vintage Pedigree, 1970's,'Baby First Love', Bathtime Baby Doll. 

Condition is "Used". But good condition she is 16 inches and has 

the soft rubbery vinyl, hair blonde is soft and wispy, sleeping eyes, 

blue, swivel waste, posable head and limbs.  ($10$30)

$5

689
Vintage Classic Toys Adelaide, 1973 Humphrey B Bear Stuffed 

Toy 50cm.  ($10$20)
$5
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690
Retro Harry Potter, 'Hogwarts Castle', Forbidden Corridor, Toy Play-

set 2001.  ($15$45)
$10

691 Vintage 30cm 1981 Dakin plush brown dog.  ($5$10) $1

692
Vintage Mattel - 1980 'Baby Tippee Toes'- 14"- Blonde/blue Eyes.  

($5$10)
$1

693
Dakin Vintage 1980 7.5" Plush I'm A Little TUFFY Tiger Bean Bag 

with Green T Shirt.  ($5$10)
$1

694

Rare, Vintage,28cm, Disney, musical wind up 'Gund', Winnie the 

Pooh, "Classic Pooh" plush toy, Pooh has butterfly net in one hand 

and a Butterfly in the other. Gund was founded in 1898 by Adolf 

Gund. He was born in Germany and resided in Norwalk, 

Connecticut before settling in New York City. He started Gund as a 

small toy and novelty company which was incorporated under the 

name Gund Manufacturing Company in 1910.  ($15$45)

$10

695
Vintage 1982 Kenner Strawberry Shortcake, "Blow Kiss", Baby 

Doll, American Greetings Corp.  ($5$10)
$1

696

Vintage Pair of Indian Rajasthani puppets Hand carved and 

painted wooden faces 20inches / 51cm. Cloth bodies. These 

colourful handmade and hand painted string puppets are one of 

the finest examples of the most ancient and popular form of folk 

entertainment. Indian traditional home decor string puppets or 

Kathputli of Rajasthan's are one of the most vibrant aspects of 

Indian culture. These folk puppets of Rajasthan are known as 

Kathputli (Kath meaning wood and Putli meaning doll) those are in 

Jaipur. Faces have slight damage.  ($20$50)

$10

697

Hawaiian souvenir dolls 29cm / 11.5-inch Anekona Hula Girls 

"ANEKONA HAWAII" IS STAMPED ON THEIR BACK VERY 

GOOD CONDITION ALL ORIGINAL CLOTHING. GRASS SKIRT 

ORIGINAL HAIR TIES GREEN CLOTH JEWELLERY GRASS 

TOP.  ($25$50)

$20

698

Vintage HAND MADE RAJASTHANI Puppet 18inches / 46cm 

CIRCA 1950'S Clothes faded through age Paintwork slightly faded 

and worn because of age.  ($15$75)

$10

699
Vintage 28cm / 11 inches African Cloth doll Handmade Original 

condition.  ($15$30)
$10

700

Taiwanese Silk Doll in National Costume 19cm / 7.5 inches Rare 

Circa 1970's Condition aged / slight discolouration of the fabric. .  

($10$20)

$5
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701

Mexican folk Art Doll 11inches / 27.5 cm. Purchased in 1986 from 

Wagga Wagga Trash and treasure, second hand. The Doll is 

produced as an initiative of the Mexican government through a 

programme. Fondant head and neck are made as one. The long 

neck is inserted into the body. Factories make use of scraps of 

material and rarely are two dolls alike. The bodies are made of 

cheap cloth, called MANTA and dyed a reddish-brown.  ($10$40)

$5

702
Celluloid Inuit / Eskimo Doll 6inches / 15 cm "Empire made". 

Dressed in Original clothing./8 Flirty eyes Circa 1950's.  ($10$30)
$5

703
Vinyl Japanese kimono doll 11cm / 4.5 inches. Condition as new.  

($5$10)
$1

704
Vintage Hawaiian hula girl, 21cm / 8 inches, Vinyl. Condition used.  

($10$30)
$5

705
Vintage Pakistan Wedding Doll 19cm / 7.5 inches. Porcelain face, 

Cloth body, Rare find.  ($10$20)
$5

706

Indian Squaw Carrying papoose, 19cm / 7.5 inches. Mid-20th 

century Leather clothing Celluloid Face Vinyl body. Excellent 

condition for age.  ($10$25)

$5

707
Maori cultural doll 20 cm / 8 inches. Vinyl face. Plastic body. Circa 

1980's. Reasonable condition.8.  ($10$20)
$5

708

Carlson American Indian Doll, 28 cm / 11 inches, with a papoose 

on her back. Circa 1980's. Vinyl face. Hard plastic body. Leather 

clothing. Made as a collector's doll to remember native American 

heritage.  ($10$35)

$5

709

Asian Cultural Folk Doll. Composition face and hands. Circa early 

1900's 15.5 inches / 39cm. In good condition considering age. 

Dressed in original clothing. Fabric faded due to age. Solid cloth 

body in tact Bought at Auction in the 1980's.  ($35$85)

$30

710
Vintage Bohemian folk Doll, ,18.5cm / 7.5 inches. Vinyl Original 

condition Eyes open and close.  ($5$10)
$1

711

Vintage Celluloid Romanian Peasant doll 18cm / 7.5 inches Circa 

1950's Clothing faded and age worn. All original clothes Hand 

painted face.  ($10$40)

$5

712

JMB Jacobsen Asian baby Mieler Doll Limited edition Circa 

1980's,14 inches / 36cm Original clothing. Condition fair, some 

minor marks on face and hands Hair in good condition.  ($10$40)

$5

713

Carlson American Indian Doll, 28 cm / 11 inches, with a papoose 

on her back. Circa 1980's. Vinyl face. Hard plastic body. Leather 

clothing. Made as a collector's doll to remember native American 

heritage.  ($10$40)

$5
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714
Collection of 13 soft knitted toys including sundry "Raggedy Anns", 

clowns, bears and other characters.  ($10$20)
$5

715
Estrela Brazilian crying doll. 30" Blonde in pink dress. Missing 

shoe. [1960s'70s].  ($5$10)
$1

716

TOMY 20" PAT.P Walking/Sleeping Doll from Japan. In blue/brown 

knitted dress [circa 1967]. (no electrics) Identifier no. 

7910.8535.24065.25767.32629.  ($10$20)

$5

717
Vintage vinyl baby doll with cloth body, sleeping eyes, vinyl limbs 

"Tm03, TS 14" on the back of neck.  ($5$10)
$1

718
Early Learning Centre My First Doll. In cupcake onesie [2010].  

($5$10)
$1

719
TOYSE 15" Reborn baby doll from Spain. In pink dress and baby 

carrier. [date unknown].  ($5$30)
$1

720

Vintage circa 1970 Doll, soft skin vinyl body, soft vinyl head, read 

blond hair blue eyes parted lips, painted eyebrows. No makers 

markings possibly a Betsy Wetsy?  ($5$10)

$1

721
Two vintage handmade Golliwogs. One cloth, one knitted. Exact 

age unknown however both pre-1960.  ($10$50)
$5

722

Vintage 8" plastic doll, posable arms, vinyl head, plush blood 

hound puppy toy circa 1990, plus vintage 6" plastic doll, posable 

arms, vinyl head.  ($5$10)

$1

723
Special Edition Berengeur 9.5" Baby Doll with birth certificate. Blue 

jumpsuit, booties, bonnet and baby blanket.  ($15$50)
$10

724

Rare vintage Cabbage Patch Kids Doll in original packaging never 

played with, creator Xavier Roberts Doll Pembroke Basil, born 

1985 with original birth certificate.  ($10$50)

$5

725
Four vintage Kool Kidz plush animals, mauve, yellow & 2 x pink. As 

new - original tags still attached.  ($5$10)
$1

726
Rare unused vintage Barbie Deluxe Edition Paper Doll Book New 

Uncut 1994.  ($20$80)
$10

727
Vintage Plush 1999 Fisher Price "Ask Me More Eeyore" talking 

plush toy.  ($10$25)
$5

728
Assortment of vintage animal plush toys - some newer than others.  

($10$30)
$5
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729

Retro 2005 'RARE' find, collectible, Hasbro "Furby", Tiger 

Electronics 'Emototronic' Gray, Blue Eyes with pink stomach, no 

59294.  ($70$150)

$40

730
Vintage 'Baby Come Back', Mattel Walking Doll 1976 Blonde Hair.  

($10$20)
$5

731
Vintage collectible Strawberry Shortcake Baby Doll, in original outfit 

American Greetings Corp. 1982 Kenner.  ($5$10)
$1

732

Rare vintage AUSTRALIAN "NETTA" BABY DOLL., A sweet girl 

baby doll from the 1970's. Condition is excellent. Vinyl head and 

limbs, cloth body, sleeping eyes.  ($5$10)

$1

733

Vintage porcelain doll, glazed shiny brown eyes, platinum blonde 

with loose ringlets. Porcelain head hands and feet, cloth body. 

White leather lace up shoes.  ($5$10)

$1

734
Vintage porcelain doll open mouth shiny glazed brown eyes, brown 

hair in ringlets. Porcelain head, legs arms and body.  ($5$10)
$1

735
Vintage 'IDEAL', Pretty Curls, Baby Doll 1980 H-341 B-95 brown 

hair blue eyes.  ($5$10)
$1

736

Vintage Negro vinyl twin dolls approximately 44" each, both have 

Vinyl heads & limbs, sleeping eyes, black rooted hair and soft 

bodies. Both are circa late 1960's. In original clothes both with 

dummies.  ($50$100)

$40

737

Vintage 1994 Tyco heavy duty plastic/vinyl, blonde hair, blue eyes 

posable arms and legs painted briefs and fixed blue shoes.  

($5$10)

$1

738 Two vintage handmade cloth toys/golliwogs.  ($5$10) $1

739

Two vintage plush toys - 6" Atlanta Gerber Purple & White Bunny 

Rabbit, pink nose; Vintage 8" plush pink teddy bear, circa 1970, 

blue glass eyes.  ($5$10)

$1

740

Vintage celluloid hard plastic doll "Patsy "circa 1950. Has painted 

eyes, moulded hair pouting red lips, posable arms and legs 

dressed in period clothing.  ($20$75)

$10

741
Vintage 2006 Hasbro baby Alive doll, "Hasbro Baby Alive WETS 'N 

WIGGLES" Boy Doll! Anatomically correct, very rare.  ($10$20)
$5

742
Vintage 2006 Hasbro baby Alive doll, "Hasbro Baby Alive WETS 'N 

WIGGLES" Girl Doll! Anatomically correct - very rare.  ($10$20)
$5

743
Large Vintage Zapf Creations Rodental battery operated German 

Doll Blonde hair Blue eyes.  ($5$10)
$1
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744
Extremely rare large 60cm, 'Shogun Warriors,' Japanese anime, 

super robot circa 1970's. Made in Japan.  ($30$100)
$20

745

Rare collector's item retro collectable 1985 Matchbox robot case 

up for sale. It is a Rare collectable Matchbox Cargantua robot / 

carry case. Made by Matchbox 1985 - as is.  ($20$50)

$10

746

Rare 40cm vintage "Walt Disney" Micky Mouse, circa 1960's 

Plastic head and body, soft rubber hands, cloth arms and legs with 

solid inserts.  ($40$60)

$20

747

Vintage rare 1940's/50's 60cm doll. Hard plastic posable limbs and 

body, rooted brown hair, sleeping eyes age stress marks on chest, 

no markings but believed to be "Roddy or Pedigree", what is 

believed to be original dress.  ($15$40)

$10

748
Vintage 'King Babar' Elephant w/ Green Suit Soft Plush Toy circa 

1990.  ($10$15)
$5

749

Vintage Rare 1985 "My Child Doll" Mattel original Red dress and 

Red headband, Strawberry Blonde, Mattel, made in Toronto 

Canada., "My Child"  dolls were around from 1985 through 

1988.They were made to be 'one of a kind'. Each came with their 

own  serial number, making each one special.  ($5$10)

$1

750
Rare 1983, Kenner American Greetings Company, Strawberry 

Shortcake "Baby Orange Blossom" 12Inch Tall Doll.  ($5$10)
$1

751
Vintage 1970's 34cm "Playmates" doll, made in Hong Kong, 

posable, limbs, blue eyes, rooted blond hair.  ($10$15)
$5

752 Vintage 1982 Baby Alive Doll - made by CPG Products.  ($5$10) $1

753

Vintage "Sebino", baby doll, made in Italy circa 1973's. Original 

clothes, vinyl head and limbs with cloth body, 30cm, sleeping blue 

eyes, rooted blond hair.1973 Sebino "Tesorino".  ($5$10)

$1

754

Retro classic toy,26cm Australian Children's Television icon, 

Humphrey B Bear circa 1991, distributed by 'Banksia Productions'.  

($5$10)

$1

755
Vintage original 1977, "Pedigree" Sindy doll, wearing original 

clothes including rare 'Nice One Sindy', top.  ($20$50)
$10

756

Three vintage Dakin "Garfield" plush animals. A 1978 Court Jester 

Garfield and a 1981 Garfield sitting. A 20cm Garfield, "Fun Farm, 

Armchair Athlete" plush toy 1978 with original tag.  ($10$20)

$5

757
Vintage Dancerella Doll Made by Mattel 1972 Good Condition. (no 

shoes)  ($10$25)
$5
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758

Vintage Hornby Flower Fairies HAREBELL blue costume dress 

belt wings designed by Cicely Mary Barker. Fairy dolls accessories 

rare MOC mint set. "Harebell", was a flower Fairy The 'Flower 

Fairies', were Cicely Mary Barker's most well-known creations. Ms 

Barker (28 June 1895 – 16 February 1973) was an English 

illustrator best known for a series of fantasy illustrations depicting 

fairies and flowers.  ($5$10)

$1

759
Vintage 1979 Fleminger, Copeless People Doll Bean Bag Sad 

Business Woman Sarcasm and Sad business man.  ($20$50)
$10

760
Vintage "Oi!" Jacko Action figure circa 1990 in original packaging.  

($20$50)
$5

761

Vintage Little Red Riding Hood, Granny, Big Bad Wolf, Reversible 

3 in 1 Topsy Turvy Plush Doll. A Topsy-Turvy doll is a double-

ended doll, typically featuring two opposing characters. They are 

traditionally American cloth folk dolls.  ($10$20)

$5

762
Vintage, original, Darth Vader Star Wars Sipper Cup with Crazy 

Straw.  ($20$50)
$10

763
Vintage Rubber squeaking frilled neck Lizard, made by D.M. Made 

in Hong Kong.  ($5$10)
$1

764
Vintage 1988 Pizza Hut Land Before Time Sharptooth Dinosaur 

Hand Puppet.  ($5$10)
$1

765
3 x 1988 Pizza Hut Amblin Land Before Time SPIKE Dinosaur 

Rubber Hand Puppet 4.5".  ($5$10)
$1

766
Two x Vintage 1988 Land Before Time Dinosaur Littlefoot Pizza 

Hut Flexible Hand Puppet 6".  ($5$10)
$1

767
LAND BEFORE TIME 1988 DINOSAUR LITTLE FOOT HAND 

PUPPET Pizza Hut Used.  ($5$10)
$1

768
Baby Sinclair Dinosaurs Tv Show 11cm Figure RARE "Not the 

Mamma!".  ($5$10)
$1

769
(ORIGINAL) Vintage AGRO CARTOON CONNECTION PUPPET 

** EXTREMELY RARE**.  ($20$75)
$10

770
Vintage 1pc Solid Static Polar Bear Model Plastic Animal Miniature 

Figurine .  ($5$10)
$1

771
Vintage Care Bears Rainbow, Cheer, Care Bear. Plush Toy 

approximately 30cm.  ($5$10)
$1
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772

Extremely Rare, Joy Toys Mohair Fox Terrier. Circa 1920's. 

Excellent condition. Green embroidered Joy Toys label 

distinguishing age of item. Joy Toys is Australia's oldest soft toy 

manufacturer. Joy Toys, are known for their quality and are a 

highly sort after collectibles.  ($35$100)

$20

773

Antique penguin circa 1920's made of lamb's wool, with blue bow-

tie, leather beak and one leather foot (second foot missing), glass 

eyes.  ($5$10)

$1

774
Vintage 1973 'Lesney' baby doll made in Hong Kong. Fixed mouth, 

rooted blonde hair, fixed eyes, posable limbs.  ($5$10)
$1

775
One lot of 10, Vintage 'Lil little babies', baby figure toy doll figurines 

by Hasbro Vintage circa 1990s with original packaging .  ($15$35)
$10

776

English Doll, vinyl head & arms, plastic body, blue sleeping eyes 

rooted blonde hair 1960's no markings, possibly and "Ideal" doll 

because they were first in their industry to make hard plastic dolls 

after World War II.  Ideal Toy company dolls are made of; wood, 

cloth, composition, hard plastic, vinyl and magic skin and are all 

considered to be very good quality.  ($10$20)

$5

777
Vintage Mattel 1975 'Hush Lil Baby" doll, hard plastic body, open 

mouth, fixed eyes, posable limbs.  ($5$10)
$1

778
Rare vintage 'Masters of The Universe', "Battle Cat" hard plastic, 

circa 1980's.  ($10$25)
$5

779

Two vintage "Buzz Light Year" figures circa 1980's. One 40cm 

plush Buzz light year; one 15cm hard plastic Buzz Light Year.  

($35$60)

$20

780

Vintage 40cm "Regal Doll" made in Canada open moth , fixed eyes 

, dark hair vinyl head and body, fixed arms, Circa 1960's .  

($5$10)

$1

781

Two Vintage Drowsy Dolls 'originally French-Canadian Drowsy 

Dolls. One missing a finger. These Drowsy dolls were originally a 

1964 pull-string doll (not working). But they were actually made in 

1962 and were made in Canada.  ($5$10)

$1

782 Vintage Laurel and Hardy Porcelain Dolls.  ($20$80) $10

783
Vintage Marionette string puppet clown, AND, vintage porcelain 

faced and cloth Clown hand puppet.  ($20$80)
$10

784
Original vintage Appalachian, 'Cabbage Patch doll' 1978-1982, 

light brown hair brown eyes.  ($10$20)
$5
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785

Original vintage 1988 Appalachian, 'Cabbage Patch doll' , curly 

brown hair with pig tail5s, green eyes, original cabbage patch outfit 

matching pants and top.  ($10$40)

$5

786

Original vintage 1985 Appalachian, 'Cabbage Patch doll', curly 

blonde hair, blue eyes, original cabbage patch outfit matching 

pants and top.  ($10$40)

$5

787
Rare vintage 2008 Cabbage Patch Kid battery operated in original 

outfit.  ($10$40)
$5

788
Original vintage 1985 Appalachian, 'Cabbage Patch doll', curly 

blonde hair, green eyes, matching white pants and top.  ($10$40)
$5

789

Original vintage 1985 Appalachian, 'Cabbage Patch doll' , curly 

brown hair with pig tales, green eyes, original cabbage patch outfit 

matching pants and top.  ($10$40)

$5

790
Original vintage "African American" Appalachian, 'Cabbage Patch 

doll' 1978-1982, in original clothes.  ($20$70)
$5

791

Original vintage "Hispanic" Appalachian, 'Cabbage Patch doll' 1978-

2005, curly auburn hair, matching pink spotted velvet skirt and top.  

($20$70)

$5

792
Vintage 'Stridor' War Horse, Action Figures MOTU He Man Mattel 

1983.  ($10$20)
$5

793
Vintage 1983 Mattel, MOTU, Night Stalker Skeletor's Evil black 

armoured War Horse.  ($10$40)
$5

794
Vintage, Motu, Ram Man, 1982, Masters of the Universe, figure, 

complete with axe, He-Man.  ($10$35)
$5

795
Original retro 1999 'Action Man', "Alex Mann, extreme athlete, 

action figure.  ($20$30)
$10

796 Original retro 1999 'Action Man', Extreme Climber.  ($20$30) $10

797

Rare retro 1996 'Hercules' saga of Hercules, Greek myths and 

legends, Action figure, green laurel in hair, green trunks and 

shoes.  ($20$50)

$10

798
Original retro Action Man, "Grizzly Mission "action figure 1999.  

($20$30)
$10

799
Vintage Hunch Back of Notre Dame Quasimodo figurine.  

($15$20)
$10
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800
Vintage Imperial, Universal Studios classic movie monster figure 

Dracula (1947 Bela Lugosi) circa 1986.  ($10$30)
$5

801
Vintage Mattel 1983 Battle Armor Skeletor Masters of the Universe 

MOTU Action Figure.  ($30$75)
$20

802
Box of sundry home-made rag dolls - some made from stockings, 

some knitted. Characters and animals.  ($5$10)
$1

803
Vintage Berenguer Realistic life like baby doll, vinyl, poseable 

limbs.  ($5$10)
$1

804
Vintage Scottish Rag Doll, made in Scotland by Thistle, dressed in 

tartan coat and boots. As new with original tag.  ($5$10)
$1

805 Vintage I Doll, Hula doll made in Taiwan.  ($10$20) $5

806 Vintage I Doll, Hula doll made in Taiwan.  ($10$20) $5

807 Vintage I Doll, Hula doll made in Taiwan.  ($10$20) $5

808 Vintage Plush 8" Loony Tune Rabbit and small 5" bear.  ($5$10) $1

809
Two vintage 15" Peruvian rag dolls: Rosalina, carrying a baby, and 

Russo in traditional dress.  ($15$25)
$10

810

Vintage 15" Plush mouse Commonwealth "Carollers" battery 

operated, in original packaging. Singing Christmas doll circa 1990.  

($10$15)

$5

811
Vintage 6" Tigger plush toy made, Disney, for The Winnie the Pooh 

Works.  ($5$10)
$1

812 Vintage 1973 Mattel Sunshine Family Steve 9" Doll Toy.  ($15$35) $10

813 Two vintage cloth handmade Golliwogs.  ($5$20) $1
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814

Vintage 40cm "Cheer Bear" Care Bear circa 1982.One of the 

original care bears. Care bears are popular collectibles. Care 

Bears are multi-coloured bears, originally painted in 1981 by artist 

Elena Kucharik, to be used on greeting cards from American 

Greetings. In 1983, the characters were turned into plush teddy 

bears. The characters headlined their own television series called 

Care Bears from 1985 to 1988.  ($5$10)

$1

815

Vintage Matchbox 'Live & Learn', Play Boot, School House circa 

1977. Live N Learn was an educational toy line introduced by 

Matchbox, in addition to their core line of toys which was Matchbox 

cars, in an attempt to boost revenue in the seventies.  ($20$50)

$10

816
A pair of 40cm vintage "Frances Peterson" designed Elves. 

Originally purchased at David Jones in Mint condition.  ($20$40)
$10

817 Vintage 60cm Felt Pinocchio circa 1940's .  ($20$30) $10

818

Vintage 40 cm "Ozen" "Singing Lisa doll" made in Japan. Sleeping 

blue eyes, soft vinyl head, plastic body arms and legs circa 1970.  

($5$10)

$1

819

Vintage 25cm bear, 'bought at auction' as a "Steiff bear", in 1980. 

Posable arms and legs, felt paws, black glass eyes, hand stitched 

nose, mouth and paw detail. Steiff is a German-based plush toy 

company. It was founded in 1880 by Margarete Steiff, a 

seamstress. The toys began as elephants, and were originally a 

design Steiff found in a magazine and sold as pincushions to her 

customers. However, children began playing with them, and in the 

years following she went on to design many other animal-themed 

toys for children, such as dogs, cats and pigs. She designed and 

made most of the prototypes herself. Steiff's nephew Richard 

joined in 1897 and gave the company an enormous boost by 

creating stuffed animals from drawings made at the zoo. A 3000-

piece order was placed in 1903 by a buyer in America after the 

"Teddy" bear craze began showing a cartoon with President 

Roosevelt and a young cub. By 1907, Steiff manufactured 974,000 

bears, which they became famous for and Steiff bears are now 

highly collectible.  ($25$55)

$10

820

Vintage plush "Sunny Toys "Dog Hand puppet. Sunny Toys has 

been in operation for over 80 years. Sunny Toys have produced a 

number of enduring toys over time.  ($5$10)

$1

821

Porcelain '80s Edwardian doll in original packaging, dark loose 

ringlet hair linen with blue edging dress, painted face fine features.  

($5$10)

$1

822

Porcelain '80s Edwardian doll in original packaging, dark loose 

ringlet hair linen with blue edging dress, painted face fine features.  

($5$10)

$1

823

Porcelain '80s doll in original packaging, brown hair with tight 

ringlets lace dress with gold trimming, painted face fine features.  

($5$10)

$1
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824
Porcelain '80s 40cm doll in original packaging, blonde hair, lace 

dress, painted face fine features.  ($5$10)
$1

825 Rare 1940's plastic doll Made in India 15 inches / 38cm.  ($25$55) $10

826

Antique doll Circa early 1900's Bisque head and composition body. 

Legs, arms and head joined by bands. Has a talking box in chest. 

Faint markings on back. 19 inches / 49cm. damaged right foot.  

($20$60)

$10

827

BND British National Doll Circa 1930's Doll sold as a talking baby 

doll. Has a Crude metal voice box. Composition head and body 

Eyes open and shut, Markings on back of head and body BND 

London. 16 inches / 41cm.  ($30$60)

$10

828

Bisque Doll bisque face and arms Composite legs brown glass 

eyes. Circa early 1900's Made in Japan 22 inches / 55cm. Jointed 

limbs, sleeping eyes stuck in closed position.  ($50$100)

$20

829
Porcelain Doll 'Dominique' Circa 1980's 15 inches / 38cm.  

($5$10)
$1

830
Rare 1930's Australian 'Shurl' Doll Composition Head legs and 

arms cloth Body 21 inches.  ($35$75)
$20

831
Reproduction Porcelain doll circa 1980's 15inches/ 39cm.  

($5$10)
$1

832
Porcelain Doll circa 1980's Still in original box 17.5 cm / 7 inches 

'The Classic Collection' made in China.  ($5$10)
$1

833
Porcelain Doll circa 1980's Still in original box 17.5 cm / 7 inches 

'The Classic Collection' made in China.  ($5$10)
$1

834
Vintage 1982 'Kenner' Strawberry Shortcake 14" Doll, American 

Greetings.  ($5$10)
$1

835

Vintage 1975 Hasbro 'Walking Baby Loves You" doll. Missing 

some hair at back fair condition. Hasbro began making toys in 

1923. Hasbro is an American company and was one of Disney's 

largest strategic partners. The Hasbro 'Walking Baby Loves You 

'given that she is now 46 years old she is a rare doll.  ($5$10)

$1

836

Vintage CE Cowboys and Indians, action figure, Indian on a horse 

figurine 12cm, made in Hong Kong item number 339B.In original 

packaging unopened.  ($20$30)

$10

837

Vintage CE Cowboys and Indians, action figure, Indian on a horse 

figurine 12cm, made in Hong Kong item number 339B.In original 

packaging unopened.  ($20$30)

$10
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838

Vintage CE Cowboys and Indians, action figure, Indian on a horse 

figurine 12cm, made in Hong Kong item number 339B.In original 

packaging unopened.  ($20$30)

$10

839

Three "Remco" splashy dolls with moulded blonde hair, blue eyes, 

vinyl hands and fee hard plastic body, circa 1980. Remco 

Industries, Inc. was a toy company in the United States founded in 

the 1940s. It was best known for toys marketed and sold in the late 

1950s and early 1960s. From the 1980s through the 1990s, 

Remco specialised in Universal monster figures and a variety of 

generic diecast and plastic trucks and other vehicles, usually 

uniformly made about four inches long. Vehicles were attractive 

and sturdy, though not uniform in scale. They did not produce a lot 

of dolls during this time.  ($5$10)

$1

840

Vintage anatomically correct Human Skeleton with Illustration book 

in 35cm plastic triangular case by Tormont, made in Montreal 

Canada.  ($10$20)

$5

841

Rare vintage "Rigadoon" baby doll, "hold me I'm a baby doll" in 

original packaging circa 1980s. The Rigadoon Gang were a range 

of male and female dolls in various sizes and all with different 

names. The largest dolls were huge and had a hole in the back of 

their head so that you could your hand inside and make their 

mouth move with your fingers They also had similar devices on the 

back of their hands so you could make their fingers move.  

($20$30)

$10

842

Vintage 1980s "Hing Fat" mint condition wild west Cowboys & 

Indians Playsets (in original packaging |No 607. Hing Fat toys 

manufacturer commenced in 1980 when the trendy development 

for plastic toys products it was becoming more popular. It was a 

Hong Kong based company having its factories located in 

Mainland China. They initially produced cowboys and Indians, 

before moving on to toy soldiers and subsequently space related 

astronauts etc,.  ($10$20)

$5

843

Vintage CE Cowboys and Indians, action figure, Indian on a horse 

figurine 12cm, made in Hong Kong item number 213.In original 

packaging unopened.  ($20$30)

$10

844

Rare Vintage Dinosaurs 12 Pack, circa 1970/80 Set Prehistoric 

solid Plastic Mini Dinosaur Figurines mint condition as new in 

original packaging.  ($20$30)

$10

845

Set of 5 15cm, Vintage dinosaur figurines in hard plastics, 

Stegosaurus, Brontosaurus, Triceratops, Spinosaurus an 

Ankylosaur.  ($10$15)

$5

846 Rare vintage "Rigadoon" baby doll, "Joe" circa 1980's.  ($25$60) $10
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